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Scanning of hadron cross section at DA FNE by analysis
of the initial-state radiative events

M. Konchatnij and N. P. Merenkov
Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology National Science Center, 310108 Khark
Ukraine
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The initial-state radiative events in electron–positron annihilation into
hadrons at DAFNE are considered. The corresponding cross section
with the full first-order radiative corrections is calculated. The analyti-
cal calculations take into account the actual angular acceptance and
energy cutoff of the DAFNE photon detector. ©1999 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00111-5#

PACS numbers: 13.65.1i, 13.40.Ks, 12.15.Lk

It is the general viewpoint at present that the dominant error in Standard Mode
stems from the fairly large uncertainty in the hadron contribution to the vacuum p
ization ~HVP!. The limited knowledge of the HVP also affects the precise determina
of the muon anomalous magnetic moment.1,2 The main problem comes at low and inte
mediate energies, because in these regions the HVP cannot be computed by m
QCD. The only possibility is to reconstruct it by a dispersion integral using the meas
total cross section of the processe1e2

˜hadrons at continuously varying energies. Th
there is an eminent physical reason to scan the total hadronic cross section in the
up to a few GeV.

For this goal one can exploit the high luminosity of the upcoming fixed-ene
e1e2 colliders and use the process of radiative return to lower energies due to in
state photon emission:3–5

e2~p1!1e1~p2!2g~k!˜g* ~q!˜H~q!, q5p11p22k, ~1!

whereH denotes all final hadrons, andg* is the intermediate heavy photon. We write th
final photon on the left-hand side of~1! to emphasize that it radiates from the initial sta
The total hadronic cross sections t of the process~1!, that defines the imaginary part o
the HVP, depends on the heavy photon virtuality

q25s~12x!, s54«2, x5v/«,

wherev(«) is the photon~electron! energy. Therefore, by measuring the photon ene
fraction x one can extract the distributions@s(12x)#.

In the case of a final-state radiation process

e2~p1!1e1~p2!˜g* ~p11p2!˜g~k!1H~q! ~2!
8110021-3640/99/69(11)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the quantitys t depends ons, while the hadron invariant massq2 remains the same
Consequently, to scan the total hadronic cross section one only needs to use even
initial-state radiation. The events with final-state radiation~FSR! are treated as a back
ground.

Some possibilities for separating this background have been considered in R
The model-independent method is based on the different angular distributions of ph
emitted in initial and final states. It can be effective for for the high-statistics ev
expected at DAFNE. The other approach involves modeling of the final hadronic sta
In particular, the contribution to the total hadronic cross section due to thep1p2g
channel for FSR with pointlike pions has been investigated in Ref. 5. On the other
the restriction of the hadron phase space, a measure which was also suggested in
to get rid of the FSR background, is, in our opinion, unsuited to the main goal, bec
the hadronic cross section measured in this case must depend on the restriction
eters, whereas the quantitys t ~which enters into the dispersion integral! depends, by
definition, on the heavy photon invariant mass only. Nevertheless, the FSR backg
under the DAFNE conditions can be controlled.

Another source of background is due to the production of hadrons by two-ph
and double-annihilation mechanisms. But the corresponding contribution to the
section ~provided that the photon hits the photon detector! is proportional toa5 @for
comparison the Born contribution is proportional toa3, see Eqs.~4! and~5!# and can to
high accuracy be neglected.

In this paper we calculates t for the process~1! and the radiative correction to it
using realistic conditions for the tagged photon detector~PD! at the DAFNE collider.
The angular acceptance of the DAFNE PD covers all phase space except for two sy
metrical cones with opening angle 2u0 along both the electron and the positron bea
directions. This kind of angular acceptance is just opposite to that used in Ref. 4, w
the PD covered a narrow cone along the electron~or the positron! beam direction. Be-
sides, the actual DAFNE PD selects events with only one hard photon hitting it, and
corresponding energy cutoff parameter isD. Under the DAFNE conditions one has

u0510°, D5431022, ~3!

and the radiative-corrected total hadronic cross section will depend on both the an
and energy cutoff parameters.

The Born cross section of process~1! can be written as follows: Refs. 4 and 6

dsB5E
V(u0)

s~q2!
a

2p2

~s1t1!21~s1t2!2

t1t2

d3k

sv
, ~4!

whereV(u0) spans the angular acceptance of the PD, andt1,2522(kp1,2). The normal-
ization cross section under the integral sign on the right-hand side of Eq.~4! can be
expressed in terms of the ratioR of the total hadronic and muonic cross sections:

s~q2!5
4pa2

3q2u12P~q2!u2
R~q2!S 11

2m2

q2 DA12
4m2

q2
,
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R~q2!5
s t~e1e2

˜hadrons!

s t~e1e2
˜m1m2!

, ~5!

wherem is the muon mass. The lepton contribution to the vacuum polarization,P(q2),
is a known function1 and will not be specified here. The angular integration of Eq.~4!
gives

dsB5
a

2p
s~q2!2F11~12x!2

x
ln

11cosu0

12cosu0
2x cosu0Gdx. ~6!

In the Born approximation the cross section of the process~1! depends on the angula
cutoff parameter only. Looking at Eq.~6!, we see that measurement of that cross sec
at different values of the tagged photon energy fractionx will allow one to extract the
quantitys(e1e2

˜hadrons) at different effective collision energiess(12x).

High-precision measurement of the total hadronic cross section requires ade
theoretical calculations. These last have to take into account at least the first-order
tive correction~RC!. The RC todsB includes the contributions due to additional virtu
and real soft~with energy less than«D, i.e., v,«D) photon emission in all angula
phase space as well as due to hard (v.«D) photon emission in the region where the P
does not record it.

When calculating the RC to the Born cross section we suppose thats(q2) is a flat
enough function of its argument that the conditions

D

s~q2!

ds

d ln~q2!
!1,

u0
2

s~q2!

ds

d ln~q2!
!1 ~7!

are satisfied. These conditions permit the application of the soft photon approxim
and the quasireal electron method7 for a description of only the wide-resonance cont
butions to the cross section.

The virtual and soft photon corrections can be computed using the results of R
where one-loop-corrected Compton tensor with a heavy photon was calculated f
scattering channel. In order to reconstruct the corresponding results for the annih
channel it suffices to make the substitutions~in accordance with the notation used her!

p2˜2p2 , u˜s, t˜t1 ~8!

in all of the formulas of Ref. 8.

Thus the contribution of virtual and soft photon emission to the RC to the Born c
section can be written as follows:

dsV1S5E
V(u0)

s~q2!
a2

4p3 Fr ~s1t1!21~s1t2!2

t1t2
1TG d3k

sv
, ~9!

r54~ l s21!ln D13@ l s1 ln~12x!#2
p2

3
2

9

2
, l s5 ln

s

m2
, ~10!
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T5
3

2
Tg2

1

8q2
$T11~s1t1!21T22~s1t2!21~T121T21!@s~s1t11t2!2t1t2#%, ~11!

wherem is the electron mass. For the quantitiesTg andTik see Ref. 8, bearing in mind
the substitution~8!. It must be noted only that under the conditions at DAFNE one has
ut1,2umin'«2u0

2@m2, and one should therefore omit terms proportional tom2 in both Tg

andTik .

The Born-like structure containing the factorr on the right-hand side of Eq.~9!
absorbs all infrared singularities via the quantity lnD. In the limiting case

ut1u52«2~12c!'«2u0
2!s, ut2u; t252sx, q25s~12x!,

which corresponds to events with the tagged photon detected very close to the
angleu0 along the electron beam direction, the expression in parentheses on the
hand side of Eq.~9! reads

2r
11~12x!2

x2~12c!
1

2

x~12c! H 11~12x!2

x F ln~12x!ln
x2~12c!

2~12x!
22 f ~x!G1

22x2

2x J ,

~12!

f ~x!5E
0

x dz

z
ln~12z!, c5cosu,

whereu is the angle between vectorsk andp1 . For events with the recorded photon ve
close to the cutoff angleu0 along the positron beam direction, one must changec in ~12!
to 2c.

To compute the RC due to an invisible hard photon radiated along the electron
direction inside a cone with opening angle 2u0 we can use the quasireal electro
method.7 In accordance with this method the corresponding contribution to the c
section has the form

ds1
H5E dsB~p12k1 ,k,p2!dWp1

~k1! , ~13!

whereds1
H is the cross section of the process

e2~p1!1e1~p2!2g~k!2g~k1!˜g*˜H~q! , ~14!

provided that the additional hard photong(k1) is emitted along the electron beam dire
tion.

The expression for the radiation probabilitydW(k1) is well known,7 and under the
DAFNE conditions it may be written as follows:

dW~k1!5
a

2p
PS 12z, ln

«2u0
2

m2 D dz, P~12z,L !5
11~12z!2

z
L2

2~12z!

z
, ~15!

where z is the energy fraction of the invisible photon, and we use the approxima
2(12cosu0)5u0

2 in the argument of the logarithm.

The shifted Born cross section on the right-hand side of Eq.~13! is given by the
formula
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dsB~p12k1 ,k,p2!5E
V(u0)

a

2p
s~q1

2!
~12z!2~s1t1!21@~12z!s1t2#2

~12z!2t1t2

d3k

sv
, ~16!

q15~12z!p11p22k.

After integration over the invisible photon energy fractionz on the right-hand side of Eq
~13!, we obtain

ds1
H5

a

2pED

zm
dz PS 12z, ln

«2u0
2

m2 D dsB~p12k1 ,k,p2!, ~17!

where the upper limit of integration is defined by the conditionq1
2>4mp

2 (mp is the pion
mass! and reads

zm5
2~12x2d!

22x~12c!
, d5

4mp
2

s
.

The corresponding expression fords2
H , when the additional invisible hard photon

emitted along the positron beam direction, can be obtained from Eq.~17! by the substi-
tutions p1↔p2 in dsB and c˜2c in zm . Because the angular acceptance of
DAFNE PD is symmetrical respect to the substitutionc˜2c, one hasds1

H5ds2
H , and

the full RC to the Born cross section reads

dsRC5dsV1S12ds1
H . ~18!

It is useful to rewrite the functionP(12z,L), whereL5 l s1 ln(u0
2 /4), that enters

into ds1
H in the following form:

P~12z,L !5P1~12z,L !22G2d~z!F S 3

2
12 lnD DL22 lnDG , ~19!

P1~12z,L !5F11~12z!2

z
u~z2D!1d~z!S 3

2
12 lnD D GL ,

G5
12z

z
u~z2D!1d~z!ln D,

where the quantity (a/2p)P1(y,L) is the well-known first-order electron structur
function,9 and simultaneously suppose the lower limit of thez integration inds1

H to be
equal to zero. Then the measured cross section of the process~1! under the DAFNE
conditions can be written as follows:

ds5dsB~p1 ,k,p2!H 11
a

2p F ~314lnD!ln
4

u0
2

13 ln~12x!2
p2

3
2

9

2G J 1
a

2p

3H a

2p2EV(u0)
s~q2!T

d3k

sv
12E

0

zm
dz@P1~12z,L !2G#dsB@~12z!p1 ,k,p2#J .

~20!
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The term containing the product of logarithms of the energy and the angle cutoff pa
eter arises because we do not permit the additional hard photon to appear inside t
We can resum the main contributions on the right-hand side of Eq.~20! in all orders of
perturbation theory and write the master formula in the form

ds5E dz1E dz2dsB~z1 ,z2!H D~z1 ,L !D~z2 ,L !2
a

2p
@d~12z1!G~12z2!

1d~12z2!G~12z1!#J Q121dsB~1,1!F a

2p S 3 ln~12x!2
p2

3
2

9

2D
1exp~b l s!S 12expS b ln

u0
2

4 D D G1
a2

4p2 EV(u0)
s~q2!T

d3k

sv
,

dsB~z1 ,z2!5dsB~z1p1 ,k,z2p2! , b5
2a

p S 3

4
1 ln D D , ~21!

whereD(z,L) is the full electron structure function. The theta functionQ12 under the
integral sign defines the integration limits over variablesz1 andz2 under the condition

~z1p11z2p21k!2>4mp
2 .

The corresponding limits of integration can be written as follows:

1.z2.
2d1z1x~12c!

2z12x~11c!
, 1.z1.

2d1x~11c!

22x~12c!
. ~22!

The cross section~21! corresponds to an event selection such that one hard photon
energy fractionx hitting the PD with an arbitrary number of accompanying soft phot
with an energy fraction up toD for every one inside the PD is included as an event. If
want to select events for which the energy fraction of all soft photons inside PD doe
exceedD, we have to replaceb by

b̄5
2a

p S 3

4
2C1 ln D D ,

whereC is the Euler constant, and write

1

G~11~2a/p!l s!
2

exp~ b̄ ln@u0
2/4!#

G~11~2a/p!L !

instead of 12exp(b ln(u 0
2/4)) on the second line of Eq.~21!.

The master formula~21! takes into account only the photonic RC. It can be gen
alized in such a way to include also the leading corrections due to electron–positro
production. We will assume that inside the PD only soft pairs~with energy fraction less
thanD) can be present, while outside the PD there can be both soft and hard pairs.
case the corresponding generalization can be carried out by the insertion of an eff
electromagnetic coupling9 in place ofa l s andaL,

a l s˜23p lnS 12
a

3p
l sD , aL˜23p lnS 12

a

3p
L D , ~23!
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in the electron structure functions and exponents on the right-hand side of Eq.~21!. In
addition to this we have to represent the electron structure function as a sum of nons
and singlet parts.9 Note that the nonsinglet part can be written in iterative as well a
exponentiated form, whereas the singlet part has only the iterative form. For the ele
structure functions see Refs. 9 and 10.

The master formula~21! takes into account the full first-order RC and resums
main contributions in all orders. It is accurate to better than 0.5 percent.

To extract the RC-corrected hadronic cross section from the corresponding e
mental data for the DAFNE collider with an accuracy of a few tenths of one percent
suffices to use Eq.~20!. In this case we can expand the quantitys(q2) as

s~q2!5s0~q2!1
a

2p
s1~q2! ~24!

and obtains0 ands1 by application of a simple iterative procedure to Eq.~20!, bearing
in mind that the cross section on the left-hand side of this equation is measure
experiment. The corresponding equation in the zeroth approximation,

dsexp5
a

2p2 EV(u0)
s0~q2!

~s1t1!21~s1t2!2

t1t2

d3k

sv
~25!

allows one to extract the dependence ofs0(q2) over a wide interval of the variableq2.
In the first approximation the equation fors1 reads

E
V(u0)

d3k

sv H Fs1~q2!s0~q2!S ~314 lnD!
4

u0
2

13 ln~12x!2
p2

3
2

9

2D G
3

~s1t1!21~s1t2!2

t1t2
1s0~q2!T12E

0

zm
s0~q1

2!@P1~12z,L !2G#

3
~12z!2~s1t1!21@~12z!s1t2#2

~12z!2t1t2

dzJ 50. ~26!

This equation can be solved numerically for the functions1(q2).
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On the spontaneous-coherence-transfer-induced sign
change of a sub-natural-width nonlinear resonance

A. V. Ta chenachev,* ) A. M. Tuma kin, and V. I. Yudin
Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 20 April 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 776–781~10 June 1999!

A simple theoretical model is proposed which describes the positive
sign of the nonlinear absorption resonances in the experiments of
Akul’shin et al. @Phys. Rev. A57, 2996~1998!#. An analytical expres-
sion for the linear response to a weak probe field is obtained in the
weak-saturation limit. It is shown that the positive sign of sub-natural-
width resonances is due to the spontaneous transfer of low-frequency
coherence from an excited level to the ground state. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00211-X#

PACS numbers: 42.65.2k, 42.50.Gy

1. It is well known that nonlinear interference effects accompanying the reso
interaction of atoms with light can produce interesting and important phenomena, su
electromagnetically induced transparency,1 coherent population trapping,2 amplification
and generation without inversion,3 and others. Common to all these phenomena is
appearance of light-induced coherence between the atomic levels in a dipole-forb
transition. Sub-natural-width nonlinear resonances have recently been observed4 in ab-
sorption at theD2 line of rubidium under excitation by two codirectional optical wav
with a variable frequency difference. It is remarkable that, besides the expected
nances of electromagnetically induced transparency, with negative sign, there wer
positive resonances, describing a substantial growth of the absorption. The auth
Ref. 4 later concluded5 on the basis of experimental results and numerical calculat
that positive sub-natural-width absorption resonances arise in a degenerate two
system when three conditions are satisfied: 1! The total angular momentum of the excite
level is greater than the angular momentum in the ground state:Fe5Fg11; 2! the
transitionFg˜Fe must be a cycling transition; and, 3! the ground-state level must b
degenerate,Fg.0. However, the physical reasons for the sign change of the reson
in our view, remained unexplained.

At the same time, as was shown in Ref. 6, the spontaneous transfer of Ze
coherence from an excited level to the ground state~spontaneous cascade of coheren!
can change the position, width, and amplitude~which is most important in the presen
context! of nonlinear resonances in probe-field spectroscopy. It is likely that this pro
is responsible for the sign change of the resonance in Ref. 4. We note that the s
theoretical models (L atom,V atom, and others!, ordinarily used to describe nonlinea
interference effects, neglect the spontaneous cascade of coherence. Rautian’s w
8190021-3640/99/69(11)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the spontaneous transfer of optical coherence are, to all appearances, an except~see
Ref. 7 and the references cited therein!.

2. In the present letter we propose a simple theoretical model that admits spon
ous transfer of low-frequency coherence and describes a positive sign of the non
resonances in absorption — anN atom. Specifically, we consider an atomic system w
four statesu i &, i 51, . . . ., 4~see Fig. 1!. The odd-numbered statesu1& andu3& belong to
the nonrelaxing ground state with zero energy. The even-numbered statesu2& and u4&
form an excited level with energy\v0 and spontaneous relaxation rateG. All optical
transitionsuodd&˜ueven& are allowed with the exception ofu1&˜u4&, which is forbid-
den by a selection rule~for example, on the projection of the angular momentum!. TheN
atom interacts resonantly with a two-frequency light field:

l ~r ,t !5E1 exp@2 iv1t1 i ~k1r !#1E2 exp@2 iv2t1 i ~k2r !#1c.c. ~1!

A pump field with amplitudeE1 and frequencyv1 excites two transitions simultaneousl
u1&˜u2& and u3&˜u4&. A weak probe fieldE2 at frequencyv2 is applied at the transi-
tion u3&˜u2&. The Hamiltonian of a free atom can be represented in a basis rot
together with the field as

Ĥ05\d1u1&^1u1\d2u3&^3u1\~d22d1!u4&^4u , ~2!

wheredq5vq2v02kq•v (q51, 2) are the detunings with allowance for the Dopp
shifts. We use the resonance approximation for the interaction operator (udqu!vq)

ĤAF5\V1Q̂11\V2Q̂21h.c. ~3!

HereVq is the Rabi frequency, and the operatorsQ̂q are given by

Q̂15Au2&^1u1u4&^3u ,

Q̂25Bu2&^3u , A21B251 , ~4!

where the real numbersA andB determine the relative transition amplitudes~we assume
the transitionu3&˜u4& has an amplitude of 1!. In the purely radiative relaxation approx
mation the kinetic equation for the density matrixr̂ of the atoms has the form

FIG. 1. N atom. The solid lines~pump field! and the dashed line~probe field! show light-induced transitions
The wavy lines show the two possible channels for spontaneous decay of low-frequency coherence.
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d

dt
r̂1

i

\
@Ĥ01ĤAF , r̂ #1

1

2
GH (

q51,2
Q̂qQ̂q

† , r̂J 2bG (
q51,2

Q̂q
†r̂Q̂q5R̂ , ~5!

where the third term on the left-hand side has the structure of the anticommutator
state described above and the optical coherences. The last term on the left-han
corresponds to the transfer of population and low-frequency coherence from the e
level to the ground state. The branching ratio 0<b<1 sets the probability of an excite
atom returning into the initial level. Specifically,b51 for a cycling transition. The
right-hand side of Eq.~5! is a source describing external pumping of the levels.

3. As is well known,8 the work performed by the probe field per unit time is giv
by the expressionP52\v2Re@ iV2* r23#. A positive sign ofP corresponds to absorptio
of radiation by the medium.

Stationary optical coherencer23 can be written in the form

r235@G/22 id2#21$2 iBV2~r332r22!2 iAV1r131 iV1r24% . ~6!

The last two terms~proportional toV1) in braces in Eq.~6! describe the changes occu
ring in absorption as a result of light-induced low-frequency coherence.

For L andV atoms the off-diagonal elementsr13 andr24 have phases such that th
absorption of the probe field decreases at a two-photon resonanced25d1 . We note that
the corresponding terms have opposite signs. In the case at hand an additional ter
to the spontaneous cascader24˜r13 (dr13/dt5 . . . 1bAGr24), appears in the equatio
for r13. Therefore, that phase of the coherencer24 which gives transparency via the ter
iV1r24 can give an increase of absorption via the term2 iAV1r13. In what follows we
shall use two standard approximations: 1! first order in the probe-field amplitudeV2 , and
2! weak-saturation limit with respect to the pump field, i.e.,V1,G. Then we replace Eq
~6! by

r23
(1)5@G/22 id2#21$2 iBV2r33

(0)2 iAV1r13
(1)% , ~7!

where the index inr (n) signifies that this element is taken innth order with respect toV2 .
Equation~7! is supplemented by the following equations for the first-order coheren

i ~d12d2!r13
(1)5 iBV2r12

(0)2 iAV1* r23
(1)1 iV1r14

(1)1bAGr24
~1! ,

@G1 i ~d12d2!#r24
(1)52 iBV2r34

(0)2 iAV1r14
(1)1 iV1* r23

(1) ,

@G/21 i ~2d12d2!#r14
(1)5 iV1* r13

(1) , ~8!

r12
(0)5

iAV1* r11
(0)

G/21 id1
; r34

(0)5
iV1* r33

(0)

G/21 id1
.

Here we assume that the termR̂ in Eq. ~5! is diagonal and therefore contributes in Eq.~8!
implicitly via the zeroth-order populationr i i

(0) . The following coupled equations for th
low-frequency coherences can be obtained from Eqs.~8!:
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F uAV1u2

G/22 id2
1

uV1u2

G/21 i ~2d12d2!
1 i ~d12d2!Gr13

(1)2bAGr24
(1)

52
ABV2V1*

G/22 id2
r33

(0)2
ABV2V1*

G/21 id1
r11

(0) ,

@G1 i ~d12d2!#r24
(1)2H AuV1u2

G/22 id2
1

AuV1u2

G/21 i ~2d12d2! J r13
(1)

5H BV2V1*

G/22 id2
1

BV2V1*

G/21 id1
J r33

(0) . ~9!

The right-hand sides of Eqs.~9! describe the appearance ofr13
(1) andr24

(1) as a result of
interference of the transition. The field-induced broadening and optical shifts of the
of the ground level are presented in brackets in the first equation. Equations~9! are not
independent because of the second terms, which correspond to spontaneous and
coherence transfers between the levels, on the left-hand sides. In the low-saturatio
under consideration, the appearance of the coherencer24

(1) in the equation forr13
(1) is due

to a spontaneous cascade. As one can see from Eq.~9!, this process changes the positio
width, and amplitude of the nonlinear resonance due to the low-frequency coheren
the ground state. Using Eq.~9! to eliminate the low-frequency coherence from Eq.~7!,
we obtain the final result for the linear response:

r23
(1)5

2 iBV2

G/22 id2 H r33
(0)

1
~b21!r33

(0)uAV1u2

uAV1u2~12b!1uV1u2~12bA2!
G/22 id2

G/21 id1
1 i ~d12d2!~G/22 id2!

1
~br33

(0)2r11
(0)!uAV1u2

uAV1u2~12b!
G/21 id1

G/22 id2
1uV1u2~12bA2!1 i ~d12d2!~G/21 id1! J , ~10!

where we have used the approximationud12d2u!G, since we are interested in a su
natural-width two-photon resonance.

4. We consider first the case of stationary atomsv50 ~homogeneous broadening!.
The stationary zeroth-order populationsr11

(0) and r33
(0) are determined by the balanc

between pumping and relaxation of the levels and, evidently, they cannot contain
ture with width less thanG. Therefore the last two terms in Eq.~10! are responsible for
the sub-natural-width resonances at the frequency differenced12d2 . If the pump field is
tuned exactly to resonance,d150, then the sign of the two-photon absorption resona
is determined by the sign of the expression (2b21)r33

(0)2r11
(0) , i.e., it depends on the

branching ratio and on the populations in the absence of the probe field~see Fig. 2a!. For
example, ifb50, i.e., there is no spontaneous cascade, then the resonance is a
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negative, which corresponds to electromagnetically induced transparency. In the op
case of a cycling transition (b51) the resonance is positive, ifr33

(0).r11
(0) . For r11

(0)50
the absorption is (A/B)2 times greater than in the linear case.

The position and width of the positive resonance@the last term in Eq.~10!# are
determined by the real and imaginary parts of the expression

~12b!
uAV1u2

d12 iG/2
2~12bA2!

uV1u2

d11 iG/2
,

which is a linear combination of complex light shifts of the states of the ground level
coefficients that depend onb.

5. We shall now show that the effect does not vanish on averaging over the ve
ties of the atoms in at least one case of importance for practical applications. Le
codirectional waves have approximately the same Doppler shifts,k1•v'k2•v'kvz , let
the transition be a cycling transition (b51), and let the zeroth-order populations
r11

(0)50 andr23
(0)5 f M(v), a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The averaged optical c

herence can be expressed in terms of the error function as

^r23&v52 iBV2H V~d2!1
uAV1u2

uBV1u21 iG~d12d2!2~d12d2!2

3FV~d2!1VS 2d11
uBV1u2

d12d2
D G J ,

FIG. 2. Probe-field absorption normalized to the linear absorption at line center as a function of the freq

difference for homogeneous broadeningv50 ~a! and for Doppler broadeningkv̄510G ~b!. The solid~dashed!
lines correspond tob51 (b50). The parameters of the pump field ared150, V150.1G; the other parameters
areA25B251/2 andr11

(0)50.
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V~x!5
Ap

kv̄
expF S G/22 ix

kv̄
D 2G S 12erfS G/22 ix

kv̄
D D , ~11!

wheredq5vq2v0 , v̄5A2kBT/M , andV(x) describes the well-known Voigt contou
~the convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian curves!. For a large Doppler width,
kv̄@G, the absorption of the probe field}Re$ iV2* ^r23&v% as a function of the frequenc
differenced12d2 contains two structures, at the pointd12d250, with different widths
and signs~see Fig. 2b!. One structure, described by the LorentzianuAV1u2/(uBV1u2

1 iG(d12d2)), has a width ofuBV1u2G and increases absorption. The second struc
is associated with the functionV(2d11uBV1u2/(d12d2)) in Eq. ~11! and describes a
very narrow dip in the absorption spectrum. This structure, which has a widt
uBV1u2/kv̄, is the result of averaging. For an atom with a fixed velocityv the effective
detuning isd12kvz and, as one can see from Eq.~10!, the resonance is optically shifte
relative to the pointd12d250. The sum of such shifted resonances with widths a
amplitudes that depend onvz gives the dip. Ford1Þ0 the resonance becomes asymm
ric.

We note that at room temperature the width of the absorption resonance diffe
two orders of magnitude from the width of the narrower dip in it. This circumstance
be viewed as a possible reason for the absence of such dips dips in the experim
Refs. 4 and 5.

6. In conclusion, we note that theN-type interaction scheme can be easily organiz
in real atomic systems. For example, let us consider the cycling transitionFg5F˜Fe

5F11 of the D2 line of alkali metal atoms that interacts with a circularly polariz
(s1) pump field. In the absence of a probe field all atoms are transferred to the oute
Zeeman statesuFg ,mg5F& anduFe ,me5F11&. If the probe field possesses orthogon
circular polarization (s2), then to first order in the probe-field amplitudeV2 we have an
N atom with the statesu1&5uFg ,mg5F22&, u2&5uFe ,me5F21&, u3&5uFg ,mg

5F&, and u4&5uFe ,me5F11&. This scheme was implemented in Refs. 4 and 5
experiments with circularly polarized waves.

We thank A. M. Akul’shin for calling our attention to the problem. This work w
supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 98-02-17794!.
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Fluctuation-induced escape from the basin of attraction
of a quasiattractor

D. G. Luchinski * )

Department of Physics, Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4 YB, UK

I. A. Khovanov
Saratov State University, 410026 Saratov, Russia
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Noise-induced escape from the basin of attraction of a strange attractor
~SA! in a periodically excited nonlinear oscillator is investigated. It is
shown by numerical simulation methods that escape occurs in two
steps: transfer of the system from the SA to a close-lying saddle cycle
along several optimal trajectories, and a subsequent fluctuation-induced
transfer from the basin of attraction of the SA along a single optimal
trajectory. The possibility of using the results of this work to solve
problems of the optimal control of switchings from an attractor and for
constructing theoretical estimates of the escape probability is discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00311-4#

PACS numbers: 05.45.Gg, 05.40.Ca

The problem of the stability of chaotic attractors in the presence of weak noise
fundamental unsolved problem of the theory of fluctuations~see, for example, Ref. 1! that
is of great importance for practical applications.2,3 The difficulty in solving this problem
stems from, specifically, the fact that the dynamics of a system near a chaotic attra
the process of large noise-induced deviations from deterministic chaotic trajectori
mains obscure.

In the present letter we propose using measurements of theprehistory probability of
fluctuations4 for direct experimental investigation of the dynamics of a system ne
strange attractor immediately prior to escape from the basin of attraction.

The method is based on the idea of optimal trajectories along which the sy
fluctuates toward states far from equilibrium.5 A mathematical variant of these physic
ideas are asymptotic formulas, written in terms of rays or wave fronts, for solving
Fokker–Planck equation.6 The method essentially reduces to following continuously
dynamics of a system and constructing the distribution of all realizations of the flu
tion trajectories of the system that transfer it from a state of equilibrium to a presc
remote state.4 The advantages of this approach have been demonstrated previously7–9 in
an investigation of certain fundamental symmetry properties of optimal trajectories
singular characteristics of their distribution.
8250021-3640/99/69(11)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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A nonlinear oscillator in the presence of noise and an external periodic force
chosen as the model for investigation:

q̇5K ~q,t !1f~ t !, K5$K1 ,K2%5$q2 ,22Gq22v0
2q12bq1

22gq1
31h cos~v f t !%,

f~ t !5$0,j~ t !%, ^j~ t !&50, ^j~ t !j~0!&54GkTd~ t !, ~1!

G!v f , 9/10,b2/gv0
2,4.

For the chosen values of the parameters the potential is a single-well potentiab2

,4gv0
2), and the energy dependence of the oscillation frequency is nonmono

(b2/gv0
2.9/10). This model is encountered in many applications and can be us

perform a theoretical analysis over a large range of the parameters~see, for example,
Refs. 10 and 11!. It has been shown previously10 that chaos can arise in the system~1! for
comparatively small amplitudesh'0.1 of the external force.

A simplified diagram~Fig. 1! shows the stability boundaries of limit cycles o
periods 1 and 2 as well as the existence regions of dynamical chaos. A chaotic at
arises as a result of a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations, and it is theref
quasiattractor.12 We note that qualitatively this diagram reproduces the features pred
theoretically for not very different values of the parameters.10

The pointP in the diagram denotes the regime chosen for investigation, where
coexists with a stable limit cycle. This regime is often encountered in applications w
are of practical interest.2,13,14 To study in detail the behavior of the system~1! in this
regime, numerical investigations of its dynamics were performed using a fast pseud
dom sequence generator.15

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the system~1! in the plane of the parameters of the external force. The diagram
obtained by numerical simulation of the system~1! with G50.05, v050.597, b51, andg51. The small
crosses show the regions of chaos. The filled dots show the region of coexistence of two attractors corr
ing to resonances of period 1 of the system~1!. The circles bound the region of hysteresis of creation a
vanishing of an attractor corresponding to a resonance of period 2. The triangles show the region of coex
of two attractors corresponding to a resonance of period 2~the solid, dot-and-dash, and dashed lines connec
the symbols are drawn to facilitate reading the figure!. The working pointP with v f50.95 andh50.13 shown
by the thick cross is chosen in the region of coexistence of the strange attractor and a stable limi
corresponding to a resonance of period 1.
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The basins of attraction of both attractors are shown in Fig. 2a for one of
Poincare´ surfaces of section. The symbolsSt andU in the figure denote the stable an
unstable limit cycles, respectively. The SA is shown in the figure by dots~the maximum
Lyapunov exponent islM50.0449). In the presence of weak noise there is a fin
probability of noise-induced transitions between the chaotic attractor and a stable
cycle. In the figure the filled dots show the intersections of one of the real es
trajectories with the given Poincare´ section. The crosses show a saddle cycle of perio
(S3) through which the optimal escape trajectory passes~see below!. The multipliers for
S3 arem150.04873,1 andm257.608312.1.

The following very simple escape scenario can be expected in the Hamilto
formalism. Let us consider first the escape of the system from the basin of attractio
stable limit cycle that is bounded by an unstable limit cycle. In general, escape o
along a single optimal trajectoryqopt(t) connecting the two limit cycles. To determin
qopt(t) and the escape probabilityP in the limit T˜0 we can seek the solution of th
Fokker–Planck equation corresponding to the system~1! in a form similar to the WKB
approximation6 ~see also Refs. 4–9, 17, and 18!:

P~q,t !'Cexp~2S~q,t !/kT!, T˜0, ~2!

whereC is a prefactor andS(q,t) plays the role of an ‘‘activation energy’’ of fluctuation
at the pointq in the space of states of the system and is a periodic function of time
periodically excited systems. Substituting the function~2! into the Fokker–Planck equa
tion and expanding in powers ofT shows that, to leading order in the expansion,S(q,t)
satisfies the Hamiltonian–Jacobi equation with the so-called Wentzel–Fre
HamiltonianH:6

FIG. 2. ~a! The hatched and white regions correspond to basins of attraction of a stable limit cycleSt and a SA
in a Poincare´ section of the system~1! for v f t50.6p with parameters corresponding to the pointP in the
preceding figure. The filled dots show the intersections with a given plane of one of the real escape traje
of the system from the basin of attraction of the SA. The pointU shows an unstable limit cycle lying on th
boundary of the basin of attraction of the SA. The crosses correspond to points belonging to the cycleS3. ~b!
The three optimal escape trajectories shown by dashed, solid, and dotted lines have relative prob
9.5:4:1, respectively. The triangles and filled dots show one period of an unstable saddle cycle of periodS3)
and one period of an unstable limit cycleU, respectively. The solid thin lines show 15 real escape trajecto
corresponding to the same optimal trajectory.
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Ṡ1HS q,
]S

]qD50, H5
1

2
p2

21p1K11p2K2 , p5$p1 ,p2%5
]S

]q
. ~3!

The trajectoryqopt(t) is determined by minimizingSon the set of all classical determin
istic trajectories determined by the HamiltonianH, that start on a stable limit cycle a
t˜2` and terminate at an unstable limit cycle ast˜`. That is,qopt(t) is a heteroclinic
trajectory of the system~3! with minimum actionSa5minS, where the minimum is
understood in the sense indicated, and the escape probability assumes the
P'exp(2Sa /kT). We note that the existence of optimal escape trajectories and th
lidity of Eqs. ~2! and~3! have been confirmed experimentally for a number of noncha
systems~see Refs. 7–9 and the references cited therein!.

If the noise is weak, then the probabilityP(qopt,t) of escape along the optima
trajectory is exponentially small, but it is exponentially greater than the escape pro
ity along any other trajectory, including along other heteroclinic trajectories of the sy
~3!.

Since the basin of attraction of the SA is bounded by an unstable limit cycleU, the
situation nearU remains qualitatively the same and the escape trajectory remains u
in this region. However, the situation is different near a chaotic attractor. In this reg
is virtually impossible to analyze the Hamiltonian flux of the additional system~3!, and
no predictions have been made about the character of the distribution of the op
trajectories near a SA. The simplest scenario is that an optimal trajectory approachi
boundary of a chaotic attractor is smeared into a ‘‘cometary tail’’ and is lost, mer
with the boundary of the attractor.

However, statistical analysis of real fluctuation-induced escape trajectories gi
more detailed picture of the noise-induced escape from a chaotic attractor.

Several thousands of real escape trajectories of the system~1! from the basin of
attraction of a SA in various operating regimes were investigated. The typical situat
displayed in Fig. 2b for system parameters corresponding to the pointP in Fig. 1. Fifteen
real escape trajectories corresponding to the same optimal trajectory are presented
2b as an example. All trajectories are made to coincide in time at a single charact
point corresponding to the passage through a saddle cycle of period 3~triangles! accom-
panying a transition from chaotic to regular motion. It is evident that all real trajecto
pass through the immediate neighborhood of the optimal trajectory in a band with
width }AkT ~we note that the space of states of the system~1! is three-dimensional and
the trajectories form in this space a narrow tube with radius}AkT; for simplicity, only
the projection on the plane (v f t, x) is shown in the figure!. Therefore there is a poss
bility of determining optimal escape trajectories experimentally by simple averagin

The three experimentally determined optimal trajectories of escape from the ba
attraction of a SA are shown in Fig. 2b~solid, dotted, and dashed lines!. The same figure
also shows one period for the numerically determined cycleS3 ~triangles! located near
the SA and one period for an unstable limit cycle~filled dots! bounding the basin of
attraction of the SA. Analysis of the optimal trajectories shows the following feature
the fluctuation-induced escape from the boundary of the basin of attraction of the S~i!
the system escapes from the SA along several optimal trajectories;~ii ! these trajectories
merge into a single trajectory approaching the saddle cycleS3 located near the SA;~iii !
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the subsequent escape occurs along a single optimal escape trajectory connectingS3 and
an unstable limit cycleU, located at the boundary of the basin of attraction of the S

Apparently, of all unstable saddle cycles the cycleS3 is closest with respect to th
action variable to the boundary of the basin of attraction of the SA and in this sense
be regarded as the boundary of the SA. Moreover, the analysis performed ma
possible to divide the escape of the system from the basin of attraction of the SA
ventionally into two stages: the transition SÃS3 along three optimal trajectories fo
lowed by fluctuation-induced escapeS3˜U along a single optimal trajectory. The num
ber of optimal trajectories of the transition SÃS3 depends on the choice of the workin
point. One to three escape trajectories for operation in various regimes were obs
experimentally. The escape probabilities along different trajectories are different~see, for
example, the caption to Fig. 2b!.

This escape scenario opens up the fundamental possibility of constructing an
estimates of the probabilityP(q) of the system switching from the SA to a stable lim
cycle in addition to the methods proposed previously for estimating this probab
numerically.1,16 To a first approximationP(q) can be estimated as the probability
escape fromS3. Corrections can be calculated, keeping in mind the fact that the trans
SA˜S3 occurs along three optimal trajectories~see Fig. 2b!. It is likely that the system
passes from the SA toS3 via saddle cycles built into the structure of the SA. Of
saddle cycles the system chooses only several cycles, closest toS3 with respect to the
action variable. The hierarchy of saddle cycles of the system along the action variab
be determined experimentally, if the corresponding realizations of the external ra
force are analyzed simultaneously with the statistical analysis of the dynamical tra
ries of the system~see, for example, Ref. 8!. A preliminary analysis shows that for th
system parameters chosen the transition SA˜S3 occurs mainly from a saddle cycle o
period 5.

We note that the possibility of evaluating analytically the probabilities of transiti
between limit cycles is itself linked with the need to generalize the recently prop
theory of logarithmic susceptibility17,18 to systems with limit cycles.19 However, in so
doing there arises the additional problem of determining the form of the limit cycle

In summary, the results of numerical experiments show that analysis of
fluctuation-induced escape of a system from the basin of attraction of a quasiattrac~in
the case of nonfractal boundaries! reduces to analyzing the probability of transitio
between several saddle cycles. The results obtained agree with the well-known c
sion that the chaotic behavior of low-dimensional dynamical systems is largely d
mined by the position and stability properties of unstable cycles built into the ch
structures~see, for example, Refs. 20–22!.

An additional statistical analysis of those realizations of the external random
which correspond to the system escaping from the basin of attraction of the SA ma
possible to find a deterministic optimal force~in the sense of minimum action! that
switches the system from a regime of dynamical chaos into a periodic operating re
Therefore the proposed method can be used as a new experimental approach to
the problem of the optimal control of switchings of a system between chaotic and s
operating regimes in the presence of noise. This possibility will be investigated ex
mentally and numerically in future publications.
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Fourth-order interference between independent
biphotons

A. V. Burlakov, D. N. Klyshko, S. P. Kulik, and M. V. Chekhova
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University,* ) 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 6 May 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 788–794~10 June 1999!

The interference of biphotons emitted during collinear parametric scat-
tering from two spatially separated regions is investigated experimen-
tally and theoretically. It is shown that in this case the phase of the
interference is determined by the pump wavelength and there is no need
to equalize the optical paths for radiation from different regions.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00411-9#

PACS numbers: 42.50.2p

The question of whether or not it is possible to observe interference of indepe
photons has been discussed repeatedly~see, for example, the review in Ref. 1!. Such
interference of independent photons can be pictured as the interference of classica
packets. The quantum properties of the light are then manifested only in detecti
discreteness of the photocurrent.2 However, such a pictorial representation of the field
a collection of packets with definitea priori properties is inapplicable for describin
certain ‘‘nonclassical’’ optical effects~see Refs. 3–5!. The nonclassical nature of light i
most evident in experiments with biphotons and interference which is of fourth ord
the field amplitude~it is also called interference of intensities — in contrast to ordin
interference which is of second order in amplitude!. A biphoton is a pair of photons
which are correlated with respect to their times of creation and, possibly, their pola
tion, direction, and energy. We shall be interested in the degenerate case whe
average energy, direction, and polarization of the photons are identical, i.e., the ph
in a pair are indistinguishable~more accurately, they are not distinguished by the de
tors employed!.

We describe in this letter an experiment on the observation of fourth-order inte
ence between two biphotons which are emitted from two separated nonlinear regio
a result of parametric scattering of a general coherent and classical pump. The sc
field is described by the product of two wave functions, which gives two indepen
statistics for the observed probabilities and moments, so that the biphotons can b
sidered as independent in some sense. Fourth-order interference in nonlinear par
scattering in two crystals~with four beams instead of two! has been analyzed in Refs.
and 7 and observed in Ref. 8, but a fundamental feature of the effect was that the o
paths of the signal and idler radiation had to be equalized to within their coher
length, which was several tens of microns. It is shown in the present letter that equ
tion of the optical paths for radiation from different regions is not required for inter
8310021-3640/99/69(11)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ence of biphotons emitted from two spatially separated regions in the collinear reg

The collinear regime for scattering in two crystals has been used previously in
9, where the effect of the spatial distribution of the pump on fourth-order interfer
was studied.

A schematic diagram of the experiment is presented in Fig. 1. A monochrom
laser pump beam with frequencyvp is split by a beam splitterM and passes through tw
transparent crystals with quadratic nonlinearityx (2) and is then absorbed by the filtersF.
The crystals spontaneously emit polarized biphotons with average frequencyv05vp/2.
The aperturesA select a narrow solid angle with one transverse mode in the directio
the pump wave vectorkp , so that the condition of collinear phase matchi
kp52k(v0) is satisfied inside the crystals. Biphotons are emitted at random indepe
times, but nonetheless they interfere with one another in fourth order at the exit
splitter M 8. This interference is observed with a coincidence circuitCC.

We proceed from the effective Hamiltonian

H52
1

2 E d3r @x1Ep1~E1
(2)!21x2Ep2~E2

(2)!2#1h.c[H11H2 . ~1!

Here the nonlinearitiesx i are different from zero only inside the crystals; the indic
i 51,2 refer to the crystals and the spontaneous fields emitted by them with freque
less thanvp ; the complex amplitudes of the pump in the crystals areEpi(r ,t) and the
parameters of the crystals can be different;Ei(r ,t) is the scattering field operator. I
follows from Eq.~1! that to first order inx iEpi

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for observing interference of independent biphotons in the Mach–Zehnder s
vp — pump frequency,v05vp/2. M andM 8 — beam splitters,CC — coincidence circuit.
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uc&5S 12
i

\ E dtH~ t ! D u0&5u0&1
i

2\ E dtE d3r(
i

x iEpi~Ei
(2)!2u0& . ~2!

In the diffractionless approximation, we consider plane waves propagating pa
to kp and perpendicular to the nonlinear layer. In the spectral representation

Ei
(2)~z,t !}a1~z,t ![

1

A2p
eiv0t E dVai

1~v01V!eiVt2 iki8(v01V)z, ~3!

wherev0[vp/2, ai(v01V) is an operator annihilating a photon in a mode with fr
quencyv5v01V and ki8(v01V) is the wave vector, the primes distinguish wa
vectors inside a crystal, and inconsequential constants are dropped~see Ref. 10 for a
more detailed discussion!. As a result,

uc&5u0&1
1

2 (
i

x iEpie
ifpiE dVai

1~v01V!ai
1~v02V!

3E
zi

zi1Li
dzexp$ iz@kpi8 2kp8~v01V!2ki8~v02V!#%u0&, ~4!

where@zi , zi1Li # are the limits of theith crystal,fpi[kpzi is the phase of the pump
field at a distancezi from the entrance mirror, the functionk8(v) describes the dispersio
of ordinary waves in the nonlinear crystal,kp is the pump wave vector~the pump wave
inside the crystals is an extraordinary wave, andkpi8 '2ki8(v0)). In the stationary state
only components withv01V andv02V are correlated. We introduce

uV& i ^ u2V& i[ai
1~v01V!ai

1~v02V!u0&,

Dki~V![kpi8 2ki8~v01V!2ki8~v02V!,

f i~V![
1

L1
E

zi

zi1L

dzeiDki (V)z,

Fi~V!5Fi~2V![2pc21v0x iEpiLi f i~V![G i f i~V!.

Then Eq.~4! becomes

uc&5u0&1
1

2 E dV@F1~V!eifp1uV&1^ u2V&11F2~V!eifp2uV&2^ u2V&2]. ~5!

HereG i is the parametric gain (uG i u!1), and the functionf i(V) describes the frequenc
dependence of the gain. The symboluV& i[u1& iV[ai

1(V)u0& signifies a one-photon
state of a longitudinal mode with frequencyv01V of the beami.

If the spectral composition of the beams is neglected, then the state of the fiel
be represented in the two-mode approximation as

uc&5u0&1^ u0&21C1u2&1^ u0&21C2u0&1^ u2&2'~ u0&11C1u2&1)~ u0&21C2u2&2),
~6!
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whereCi5
1
2G i anduCi u!1. The relative contributionsCi of the crystals and their phase

can be regulated by the pump amplitudesEpi . If the vacuum components are neglecte
uc& describes two-photon states of two independent modes; the probability of obse
two photons in one of the modes is 1~instead ofuCi u2!1).

From Eq.~5! we find the second moments of the scattering field

Ni~V![^ai~V!1ai~V!&5uFi~V!u2,

^ai~V!aj~V8!&5^0uai~V!aj~V8!uc&5Fi~V!eifpid i j d~V1V8!. ~7!

The quantities found refer to the coordinatezi1Li at the exit of theith crystal. Propa-
gation to the second beam splitterM 8 adds the phaseskVzi8 , wherezi8 is the distance
from the exit faces of the crystals toM 8 ~see Fig. 1!. In free spacekV5(v01V)/c, so
that kV1k2V52k05kp , i.e., taking account of the pathszi8 gives frequency-
independent phase factors exp(ikpzi8)[exp(ifi8) in the correlation functions
^ai(V)ai(V8)&. Thus, as they propagate, two-photon wave packets acquire addit
phases exp(ifi8). As a result,

^ai~V!ai~V8!&5Fi~V!eif id~V1V8!, ~8!

wheref i[kp(zi1zi8). When a crystal is displaced along the pump beam, the sumzi

1zi8 remains unchanged, i.e., the longitudinal position of the crystals does not influ
the observed effects~in the approximation of an infinite coherence length of the pum!.
Interference is determined by the difference of the lengths of the interferometer arm
the two paths between the beam splittersM and M 8, as in an ordinary Mach–Zehnde
interferometer.

The Fourier transforms of the spectral moments determine the correlation fun

Fi~ t,t8![^ai~ t !ai~ t8!&5
1

2p
e2 ivp(t1t8)E dVe2 iV(t2t8)Fi~V!. ~9!

The functionFi(t,t8)5Fi(t8,t) can be called a two-photon wave packet or the effect
field of a biphoton.10 The dependence on two times shows that the scattering fie
nonstationary — the statistics varies periodically with the pump frequency. If homo
detection is excluded from consideration, then the phase factor exp@2ivp(t1t8)# plays no
role, and we omit it in what follows. Then the correlation function^ai(t)ai(t8)& depends
only on the differencet5t2t8 of the photon detection times:

^ai~ t !ai~ t8!&5Fi~t!eif i5
1

2p
eif iE dVe2 iVtFi~V!. ~10!

According to Glauber11 the functionGi(t)5Gi(2t)5^ai
1(t)ai

1(0)ai(0)ai(t)& in
the one-mode detection approximation is proportional to the probability of detecting
photons in the beami at timest and t1t. For a two-mode wave function~5! one has
Gi(t)5uF(t)u2. The functionGi(t) can be measured, for example, by the Brown–Tw
method.12

We now take account of the effect of a 50% beam splitterM 8:

a3~ t !5@a1~ t !2a2~ t !#/A2, a4~ t !5@a1~ t !1a2~ t !#/A2, ~11!
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wherea3 anda4 are operators annihilating photons in the corresponding beams afte
beam splitter.

The detected number of counts in ideal detectorsA andB becomes

RA5^a3
1~ t !a3~ t !&5

1

2
~R11R2! and RB5^a4

1~ t !a4~ t !&5
1

2
~R11R2!5RA .

~12!

Therefore since the beams 1 and 2 are mutually incoherent in second order (^a1
1a2&

50), the ordinary interference of fields in beams 3 and 4 is not observed.

Further, according to Eq.~11!

F34~t!5^a3~0!a4~t!&5
1

2
~F1~t!eif12F2~t!eif2!, ~13!

wheref i[kp(zi1zi8). The probability of detecting one photon in each of the exit bea
at timest and t1t is determined by the~even! correlation function

G34~t!5uF34~t!u25
1

4
@ uF1~t!u21uF2~t!u222Re~F1~t!F2* ~t!eif!#, ~14!

wheref[f i2f2. Therefore this probability oscillates as a function off. Two-photon
packets from each crystal ‘‘remember’’ the pump phase. This is manifested as be
the probabilityG34 with period equal to the pump wavelengthlp — just as for ordinary
interference of fields in a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. This effect can be calledinter-
ference of independent biphotons. We underscore the main feature of the function~14! —
the visibility of the interference pattern does not depend on the spatial position o
crystals and mirrors,which therefore can be chosen arbitrarily~in the approximation of
an infinite coherence length of the pump!.

If the crystals and the pump fields in them are identical, thenF1(t)5F2(t)
[F(t) and

G34~t!5uF~t!u2sin2~f/2!. ~15!

Young’s interference scheme was used in the real experiment~Fig. 2!. In the present
case this scheme is completely analogous to the Mach–Zehnder arrangement fro
standpoint of the theoretical description as well as the physical essence of the ob
effects. The only characteristic feature is that the detecting apparatus must be pla
the zone of diffraction superposition of the biphoton fields emitted by the two scatte
regions, just as for ordinary second order interference in Young’s scheme~in the Mach–
Zender scheme the superposition is accomplished using a beam splitter!. The choice of
the present scheme was based on its main advantage — one crystal is used instea
and the resulting simplicity of the experiment. The radiation from a He–Cd laser
one transverse mode, wavelength 0.325mm, power 5 mW, and coherence length 15 c
was used as the pump. An opaque screen with two slits~the width of each slita5130
mm and the distance between the centers of the slitsb5330 mm! was placed directly in
front of a lithium iodate crystal 15 mm long, cut out at an angle of 58° with respect to
optic axis~this corresponded to degenerate collinear matching of the scattering!. A filter
F ~BS-8!, placed immediately after the crystal, completely absorbed the pump and t
mitted visible-range radiation. For type-I matching the polarizations of the scat
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radiation in the signal and idler modes are identical, so that two beams of biphotons
the same polarization~horizontal! were obtained at the exit of the crystal. A Brown
Twiss interferometer with a polarized beam splitterPBSwas used to check Eq.~17!. A
relative phase change of the radiation from the two regions of interaction was ac
plished with four phase platesQP. The first half-wave plate (QP1) was placed imme-
diately after the crystal in one of the biphoton beams, so as to rotate its polarizati
90° ~vertically!. Two identical platesQP2 andQP3 with thicknessd5820 mm, cut out
of crystalline quartz, served for smooth shifting of the phases between the beams
‘‘fast’’ ~and ‘‘slow’’ ! axes, respectively, of these plates were oriented along the d
tions of the polarization vectors of the incident radiation. The phase differenced was
determined by the rotation anglea, the birefringenceDn, and the thicknessd of the
plates:

d52d@~12@sin~a!/n#2!21/221#Dn, Dn~0.65mm!50.009, n~0.65mm!51.542.

The last half-wave plate (QP4) rotated the polarization of both beams by 45°, so t
each detector placed after the polarized beam splitter detected the contribution from
polarizations~i.e., from both regions of interaction!.

The sizeDx of the diaphragm placed in front of the beam splitter was chose
accordance with the conditions for detecting a single interference maximumDx
<lpz0 /b, z0 is the crystal–diaphragm distance!.9 An interference filterIF with a 10 nm
passband, which corresponded to a 45mm coherence length of the signal radiation, w
used for spectral discrimination of the signal radiation. The pulses from the photom
plier were fed into a coincidence circuitCC with a 1.9 ns time resolution.

Figure 3 shows the experimental dependence of the numberRc(d) of coincidences
in 20 min. The theoretical curve is a plot of the functionA(12V cos@2pd/lp1w0#) with
adjustable constantsA, V, andw0. Thus interference arises, with a period equal to
pump wavelengthlp . The visibility V of the interference pattern is 85%. We note th
the optical thickness of the first (QP1) phase plate~460mm! placed in one of the beam
is an order of magnitude greater than the coherence length of the scattered field. Th

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for observing fourth-order interference in Young’s scheme. The half-wave
QP1 introduces an initial optical path difference of 460mm for the signal fields emitted by the first and seco
scattering regions, with a coherence length of 45mm.
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confirms the conclusions drawn above that the observed phenomenon is indepen
the coherence length of the signal field~in contrast to noncollinear scattering8!.

The effect studied in this work has several paradoxical features.

The pump fieldEp in Eq. ~1! can be assumed to be classical (Ep is actually a
quasimonochromatic random stationary field with a finite coherence lengthl p , which in
order to observe interference must be greater than the corresponding scales of the
mental apparatus — just as for the interference of independent photons!. The operators
H1 andH2 commute, so that the state of the scattered field factorizes

uc&5eiH 1tu0&1^ eiH 2tu0&25uc&1^ uc&2 .

The fields scattered in each crystal are statistically independent. To first order inxEp

each crystal can be assumed to emit independent biphotons. This means that if we
photons in the first and second beams using additional detectorsD1 and D2, then the
detectors will be triggered at different random times and there will be no coincidenc
counts~aside from random coincidences, which are quadratic in the pump intensity!.

According to Eq.~15!, fourth-order interference occurs between independent bip
tons, with a period equal to the pump wavelengthlp , though actually there is no pum
field at the exit mirrorM 8 ~the field is suppressed by the filters!, and a phase shift is
introduced into the scattered field. Therefore the biphotons in beams 1 and 2 are e
at random independent times, so that they actually never overlap in time~the average
time interval 1/Ri'1024 s between the emission of biphotons in each crystal is m
longer than the coherence time 1/Dn i'10212 s!. Both simultaneously detected photon
are created in the same crystal. But this conclusion contradicts the fact that accord
Eq. ~15! the crystals can ‘‘destructively’’~for certain values off) influence the prob-
ability G34 of coincidences, and when one crystal is removedG34 can increase.

This paradox shows that there is no point in describing the effect pictorially in te
of photons — wave packets — emitted by one of the crystals and possessing a d
shape and position in space–time.

FIG. 3. Number of coincidences versus the relative phase shift between the signal radiation from two sc
regions. Dots — experimental data, solid curve — theoretical calculation. The interference period is equa
pump wavelength, 0.325mm.
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Polarized biphotons as ‘‘optical quarks’’

A. V. Burlakov and D. N. Klyshko
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University,* ! 119899 Moscow, Russia
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The transformation properties and the measurable parameters of a
quasimonochromatic optical field consisting of two photons with the
same directions of propagation and average frequency are analyzed.
Like quarks, such a field possessesSU(3) symmetry.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00511-3#

PACS numbers: 42.50.2p

The parametric light scattering field at low pump intensities is described by a
perposition of the vacuum and two-photon states. The corresponding particle, i.e.,
of photons correlated with respect to the emission times, polarization, and directi
called a biphoton. We shall be interested in the degenerate case, where the a
energy, direction, and type of polarization of the emitted photons are the same
observation with detectors with quite low frequency resolution at small scattering a
~degenerate collinear matching of the typeeoo! it can be assumed that the signal and id
photons are indistinguishable~in practice this means that they are not distinguished
the detectors employed!, and a single-mode description of the field can be used. If
vacuum componentu0,0& is neglected, then we obtain the very simple case in which
parametric scattering field is described by the Fock vectoru2,0&[u2&x^ u0&y

5(ax
1)2u0,0&/A2 (x,y are the polarization indices, andax

1 is an operator creating a
photon polarized in thex direction!. The vectoru2,0& describes a biphoton polarized in
definite directionx.

It is of interest to ascertain whether biphotons can be synthesized with presc
arbitrary polarization states, to determine the polarization properties of the biphoton
to find a convenient systematic description and parametrization of such states.
problems could be pertinent to possible applications for information transmission
storage1 and the development of components for quantum computers.2 Some experiments
along these lines are described in Refs. 3 and 4, but apparently no systematic theo
and experimental investigations have been performed.

Here we confine our attention to the general properties of idealized pure state
two-photon field~biphotons! that can be represented as

uc&5c1u2,0&1c2u1,1&1c3u0,2& ~Sucku25Sdk
251!. ~1!

Here um,n& is a Fock state with a definite number of photons (m,n50,1,2) in each of
two polarization modes. We shall use the following parametrization and notations:

ck[dk exp~ ifk!, f2[0, d1[sinu cosf, d2[cosu, d3[sinu sinf
8390021-3640/99/69(11)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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~u,fP@0,p/2#, f1,3P@0,2p#!. ~2!

Thus an arbitrary polarization state of a biphotonuc& with definite energy and direction
is prescribed by four real numbers, for example, (d1 , d3 , f1 , f3) or (u, f, f1 , f3).
Thenuc& can be mapped into a point on the surface of a sphereS4 in a five-dimensional
space~here there is an analogy with the Poincare´ sphere in ordinary polarized optics or i
the case of a single-photon state!. For clarity it is convenient to employ ‘‘triangular’’
coordinates~see Fig. 1!. Then the state is mapped onto a triangle with the coordin
(d1 , d2 , d3) and a square with the coordinates (f1 , f3). Under a linear transformation
the polarization state of a biphoton changes and the image point moves in the spacd1 ,
d3 , f1 , f3) or (u, f, f1 ,f3). An example of such a biphoton trajectory is given in F
1.

The vectore5(c1 , c2 , c3) determines the polarization properties of a biphot
field, and it can be called the polarization vector of a biphoton. The space of vecto$e%
and the set of 333 unitary matricesG with the propertiesGG151 and det(G)51,
describing a norm-preserving linear transformation of this space, form a th
dimensional unitary representation of the Lie groupSU(3). As iswell known ~see Ref.
5!, this is a group of dimension 8 and rank 2~i.e., it possesses eight transformatio
generators, two of which commute with one another!. Correspondingly, the matrixG
connecting two prescribed points in the space$e% and describing a transformation of th
polarization of a biphoton~no losses! is given by eight parameters.~For comparison we
recall theSU(2) group with dimension 3 and rank 1, generated by three Pauli matr
in this case, two points on the Poincare´ sphere are connected by a rotation given by th
Euler angles!. All possible matrices transforming the space$e% and all operators can b
represented as a superposition of eight generators of the group, for example, the
Mann operatorslk and the unit operator I. It follows from the block structure of t
operatorslk that SU(3) possesses threeSU(2) subgroups.

FIG. 1. Example of a trajectory described by an ‘‘optical quark’’ under the action of a loss-free polariz
converter with a change in optical length of the converter. For clarity, ‘‘triangular’’ coordinates are used:
point inside a triangle corresponds to a state with definite coefficientsdk[ucku. For example, the center of the
triangle represents a superposition withdk51/A3, specifically, the stateuc&5(u2,0&1u1,1&1u0,2&)/A3, and the
corners of the triangle represent the statesu2,0&, u1,1&, andu0,2& (um,n& is a Fock state with definite number
of photons in three polarization modes!.
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Therefore there is a formal analogy here between biphotons and quarks: the
photon basis statesu2,0&, u1,1&, and u0,2& can be put into a correspondence with thr
quarksu, d, ands, and a superposition of the statesu, d, ands corresponds to a biphoto
in the arbitrary state~1!. ~For ‘‘real’’ quarks superselection rules that conserve charge
strangeness forbid such intermediate states.! Biphoton pairs and triplets form multiplet
corresponding to various mesons and hadrons.

We consider next the possibility of controlling biphotons using polarized op
methods. The effect of loss-free polarization converters~phase plates! on a biphoton can
be described by 333 unitary matrices:e85Ge, where

G5U t2 A2tr r 2

2A2tr * ut2u2ur 2u A2t* r

r * 2 2A2t* r * t* 2
U . ~3!

Here t and r are amplitude transmission and reflection coefficients of a given conve
For example, a linear phase plate with optical thicknessd and orientationx relative to the
horizontal direction x corresponds to the transformationt5cosd1i sind cos (2x),
r 5 i sind sin(2x). For a quarter-wave plate we haved5p/4 and t5(11 i cos 2x)/A2,
r 5 i sin 2x/A2; for x545° t51/A2, r 5 iA2 — linear polarization is converted int
circular polarization. A half-wave plate givest5 i cos 2x, r 5 i sin 2x — rotation of linear
polarization by 2x; for x545° we havet50, r 5 i — the conversionx↔y. Specifically,
the stateu1,1& can be prepared from the state (u2,0&1u0,2&)/A25u1&1u12& ~the indices
1 and 2 correspond to circular polarization!. Both states (u2,0&1u0,2&)/A2 and u1,1&
belong to a set with the same polarization~the degree of polarizationP50), so that for
this it is sufficient to convert linear polarization into circular polarization using a qua
wave plate oriented at an angle of 45°, in which caset51/A2, r 5 i /A2.

Arbitrary combinations of several phase plates are described by the ma
G(u,w,c), which depend on the three Euler angles~see Ref. 5!. They give a 333
irreducible unitary representation of the groupSU(2) in the space$e%. It is obvious that
it is impossible to obtain an arbitrary transformation of a biphoton from one prescr
state into another using only phase plates — five additional parameters are requir
other words, the space$e% is not homogeneous relative to the action of phase plates:
impossible to obtain an arbitrary vectore8 from an arbitrary initial vectore by means of
phase plates alone.

This is obvious immediately from the fact that phase plates preserve the deg
polarization. Therefore phase plates realize only a certain subgroup of theSU(3) group.
Besides the degree of polarization, loss-free phase plates preserve, of course, th
number of photons in two polarized modes:S052 ~this parameter is an invariant of th
groupSU(3)).

Thus, an arbitrary combination of phase plates that is described by three
angles does not permit preparing from a prescribed initial stateuc&0 ~four parameters! an
arbitrary biphoton in the stateuc& also prescribed by four parameters. For example,
parametric scattering of the typeeoo polarized biphotons withuc&5u2,0&, where e
5(1,0,0) andP51, are generated. These biphotons cannot be put into the stateu1,1&
~which possesses ‘‘hidden polarization’’6!, whereP50, using phase plates. To synth
size an arbitrary biphoton it is necessary to realize a transformation that change
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degree of polarization of the biphoton between 0 and 1. A parametric converter
several nonlinear crystals can be used to prepare a biphoton with an adjustable de
polarization. Nonunitary transformations can also be used.

Let us consider the basic parameters that can be directly measured in quantum
— stationary normal-ordered second- and fourth-order moments. The second mo
have the form

nx5^ax
1ax&52d1

21d2
2511sin2u cos 2f, ~4!

ny5^ay
1ay&5d2

212d3
2512sin2u cos 2f, ~5!

^ax
1ay&5A2~c1* c21c2* c3!5A2d2@d1 exp~ if21!1d3 exp~ if32!#

5221/2sin 2u@cosf exp~2 if1!1sinf exp~ if3!#. ~6!

It is easy to show that the degree of polarization of a biphoton is

P5FSS 1

2
^Sk& D 2G1/2

5$~ uc1u22uc3u2!212uc1* c21c2* c3u2%1/2

5$~d1
22d3

2!212d2
2@d1

21d3
212d1d3 cos~f11f3!#%1/2

5sinu$cos2 2f1cos2 u@11sin2 2f12sin2 2f cos~f31f1!#%1/2. ~7!

The Stokes parameters^Sk& ~see Ref. 7! for a biphoton have the form

^S1&52~d1
22d3

2!52 sin2 u cos 2f, ~8!

^S2&52A2 Re~c1* c21c3* c2!52A2d2~d1 cosf211d3 cosf32!

5A2 sin 2u~cosf cosf11sinf sinf3!, ~9!

^S3&52A2 Im~c1* c21c3c2* !52A2d2~d1 sinf211d3 sinf32!

5A2 sin 2u~sinf sinf32cosf sinf1!. ~10!

It is convenient to introduce also the following set of four moments:

A[^ax
12ax

2&52d1
252 sin2 u cos2 f, ~11!

B[^ay
12ay

2&52d3
252 sin2 u sin2 f, ~12!

C[^ax
1axay

1ay&5d2
25cos2 u, ~13!

D[^ax
12axay&5A2c1* c25A2d1d2 exp~2 if1!5sin 2u cosf exp~2 if1!/A2,

~14!

F[^ax
1ay

1ay
2&5A2c2* c35A2d2d3 exp~ if3!5sin 2u sinf exp~ if3!/A2, ~15!

E[^ax
12ay

2&52c1* c352d1d3 exp~ if31!5sin2 u sin 2f exp~ if31! ~16!

(f31[f32f1). Hence follow the two relationsA1B12C52 andDFE* 5ABC/2, and
the parametersC512(A1B)/2 andE5ABC/2DF can be eliminated. It is importan
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that the momentsA, B, andC are real and do not depend on the phase of the pump.
note that the complex momentsD, F, andE in the absence of the vacuum compone
u00& can be comparable in magnitude toA, B, andC.

In conclusion, we underscore that switching from the ordinary ‘‘two-level’’SU(2)
space~qubits!2 to the spaceSU(3) ~quarks! when processing information gives ne
possibilities and could be of practical interest~specifically, in quantum computers!. How-
ever, a variety of technical problems must be overcome in order to implement
program.
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Predicted existence of H 3
11 molecular ions in strong

magnetic fields

A. Turbiner,* ) J.-C. Lopez, and U. H. Solis
Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, UNAM, 04510 Me´xico D. F., México

~Submitted 6 May 1999!
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It is shown by a variational method that the molecular ion H3
11 can

exist for magnetic fieldsB.1011 G. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00611-8#

PACS numbers: 31.15.Pf, 33.15.2e

Many years ago it was predicted by Kadomtsev and by Kudryavtsev1 and
Ruderman2 ~for a recent advances and a review, see, e.g., Ref. 3 and 4 and refer
therein! that the presence of a strong magnetic field can permit the formation of un
chemical compounds whose existence is impossible in the absence of the strong m
field. In particular, using a semiclassical analysis it was shown that the influence o
strong magnetic field leads to the appearance of linear molecules~linear chains! situated
along magnetic field lines. The transverse size of such systems should be of the o

the cyclotron radiusr̂;B21/2 ~a.u.!, while the longitudinal size remains of molecula
~atomic! order. These systems are called needlelike. An important consequence o
quasi-one-dimensionality of Coulombic systems is the possibility of effectively com
sating the Coulombic repulsion of nuclei.

The goal of this letter is to present the first quantitative study of the molecula
H3

11 in a strong magnetic field. This study provides theoretical evidence that su
system can exist in magnetic fieldB.1011 G. Our study is limited to an exploration o
the ground state. Throughout the present work it is assumed that the Born–Oppen
approximation holds, which implies that the positions of the protons are fixed. Exac
for the H2

1 case, we consider a configuration in which the three protons are aligned
the magnetic field~linear chain; see above!. Spin effects~linear Zeeman effect! are
neglected. The magnetic field ranges from 0 up to 1013 G, where it is assumed that th
contribution of relativistic corrections can still be neglected~for a discussion see, e.g
Ref. 4 and references therein!. Finally, it is also demonstrated that the molecular ion H2

1

is the most bound one-electron molecular system in a constant magnetic field.

The present calculation is carried out in the framework of a variational method u
a unique simple trial function equally applicable to any value of the magnetic fi
strength. Very recently4 this strategy was successfully applied to study the ground sta
the molecular ion H2

1 , and a simple 10-parameter trial function allowed one to get
best~lowest! values of the ground state energy for magnetic fields from 0 up to 1013 G
~except atB50, where the relative accuracy was about 1025 in comparison with the bes
8440021-3640/99/69(11)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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calculations!. It turned out that it was not only the best calculation in the region
accessible magnetic fields 0 – 1013 G but also the only calculation which tackled th
problem using a unified approach. Since the key point of a successful study is a
choice of trial functions, we give a detailed description of how to choose trial funct
suited to the problem at hand.

A constructive criterion for an adequate choice of trial function was formulate
Ref. 6, and further development was presented in Refs. 7 and 8. In its simplest for
criterion is the following. The trial functionC t(x) should contain all symmetry proper
ties of the problem at hand. For studying the ground state, the trial function shoul
vanish inside the domain in which the problem is defined. The potentialVt(x)
5“

2C t /C t , for which the trial function is an eigenfunction, should reproduce the or
nal potential near singularities as well as its asymptotic behavior. The use of this sim
possible recipe has led to a unique one-parameter trial function, which in particular,
it possible to carry out the first qualitative study of the ground state of the hydro
molecule H2 in the region of both weak and strong magnetic fields.9 Later a few-
parameter trial function was proposed for a description of the hydrogen atom
arbitrary magnetic field, which led, for the low excited states, to an accuracy compa
with the best calculations.8,10

Now we wish to apply the above recipe to the ion H3
11 . Let us first introduce

notation~see Fig. 1!. We consider three attractive identical centers of unit charge situ
on thez axis at the origin and at a distanceR2 ,R1 from the origin, respectively. The
magnetic field, of strengthB, is directed along thez axis, andr 1,2,3 are the distances from
the electron to the first, second, or third center, respectively. The quantityr is the
distance from the electron to thez axis. Throughout this paper the Rydberg is used as
energy unit. For the other quantities standard atomic units~a.u.! are used. The potentia
corresponding to the problem under study is given by

V5
2

R2
1

2

R1
1

2

R21R1
2

2

r 1
2

2

r 2
2

2

r 3
1

B2r2

4
, ~1!

where the first three terms have the meaning of the classical Coulomb energy of in
tion of three charged centers. The recipe dictates that the trial functions should beh
a Coulomb-like way near the centers, correspond to two-dimensional oscillator beh
in the (x,y) plane at large distances, and be permutationally symmetric with respe

FIG. 1. H3
11 in a magnetic fieldB. Explanation of the notation used.
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exchange of positions of the centers. It seems quite natural that the equilibrium co
ration corresponding to minimal total energy of the system should appear atR25R1 .

One of the simplest functions satisfying the above recipe is a function of
Heitler–London type multiplied by the lowest Landau orbital:

C15exp$2a1~r 11r 21r 3!2b1Br2/4%, ~2!

~cf. Eq. ~2.2! in Ref. 5!, wherea1 ,b1 are variational parameters. It has a total of fo
variational parameters if the internuclear distancesR2 ,R1 are taken as parameters. It
quite natural from a physical viewpoint to assume that a function of the Heitler–Lon
type gives an adequate description of the system near the equilibrium position
potentialV1(x)5“

2C1 /C1 corresponding to this function is:

V153a1
22Bb122a1S 1

r 1
1

1

r 2
1

1

r 3
D1

b1
2B2r2

4
12a1

2F 1

r 1r 2
~r21z~z1R1!!

1
1

r 2r 3
~r21z~z2R2!!1

1

r 1r 3
~r21~z2R2!~z1R1!!G

1a1b1Br2S 1

r 1
1

1

r 2
1

1

r 3
D . ~3!

It is clear that this potential reproduces the original potential~1! near Coulomb
singularities as well as at large distancesux,yu˜`.

Another possible trial function is a function of the Hund–Mulliken type multipli
by the lowest Landau orbital:

C25@exp~2a2r 1!1exp~2a2r 2!1exp~2a2r 3!#exp~2b2Br2/4! ~4!

~cf. Eq. ~2.4! in Ref. 5!, wherea2 ,b2 are variational parameters. It is obvious that th
function, in the absence of a magnetic field, gives a substantial contribution to th
scription of the region of large internuclear distances. The calculations we have
formed show that this property remains valid for all magnetic fields up to 1013 G. Like
Eq. ~2!, the trial function~4! is characterized by four variational parameters. This fu
tion, when both internuclear distances are large, corresponds to the decay H3

11
˜ H

1p1p.

Another trial function is supposed to describes the decay mode H3
11

˜ H2
11p and

could be taken to be of the form

C35@exp~2a3~r 11r 2!!1exp~2a3~r 11r 3!!

1exp~2a3~r 21r 3!!#exp~2b3Br2/4!, ~5!

wherea3 ,b3 are variational parameters. Finally, it will become obvious that the func
~5! does give the dominant contribution at large internuclear distances. Equation~5! also
depends on four variational parameters.

To take into account both equilibrium and large distances, we use an interpolat
Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5!. There are three natural approaches to such an interpolation:

~i! A total nonlinear superposition:
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C42nls2t5@exp~2a4r 12a5r 22a6r 3!1exp~2a5r 12a4r 22a6r 3!

1exp~2a4r 12a6r 22a5r 3!1exp~2a6r 12a4r 22a5r 3!

1exp~2a5r 12a6r 22a4r 3!1exp~2a6r 12a5r 22a4r 3!#exp~2b4Br2/4!,

~6!

~cf. Eq. ~2.5! in Ref. 5!, wherea4,5,6 andb4 are variational parameters. The function~6!
is a three-center modification of the function of the Guillemin–Zener type used fo
description of the molecular ion H2

1 in a magnetic field.5 If a45a55a6[a1, the func-
tion ~6! reduces to Eq.~2!. Whena4[a2 ,a55a650, it coincides with Eq.~4!. Finally,
if a45a5[a3 ,a650, the function~6! reduces to Eq.~5!. In total there are 6 variationa
parameters characterizing the trial function~6!.

~ii ! A partial nonlinear superposition, which appears if in Eq.~6! the two parameters
are equal, for instance,a45a5:

C42nls2p5@exp~2a4~r 11r 2!2a6r 3!1exp~2a4~r 11r 3!2a6r 2!

1exp~2a4~r 21r 3!2a6r 1!#exp~2b4Br2/4!. ~7!

This function can be regarded as a nonlinear interpolation between Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

~iii ! A linear superposition of Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5!:

C42 ls5A1C11A2C21A3C3 , ~8!

where the relative weights of Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~5! in Eq. ~7! are taken as extra variationa
parameters. This is a 10-parameter trial function.

Of course, as a natural continuation of the above interpolation procedure on
take a linear superposition of all five functions~2!, ~4!, ~5!, ~6!, and~7!:

C55A42nls2tC42nls2t1A42nls2pC42nls2p1A42 lsC42 ls

5A42nls2tC42nls2t1A42nls2pC42nls2p1A1C11A2C21A3C3 ~9!

~cf. Eq. ~2.7! in Ref. 5!, where again, as in the case of the function~8!, the relative
weights of different, ‘‘primary’’ trial functions are considered as variational paramet
In total, the trial function~9! is characterized by 17 variational parameters. Howev
only part of our calculation is carried out using this function. Usually, some partic
cases of Eq.~9! are explored. The general case will be presented elsewhere. The
mization procedure is carried out using the standard minimization package MINUIT
CERN-LIB on a Pentium-Pro PC. All integrals were calculated using the CERN-
routine DGAUSS with relative accuracy<1027.

In Table I the results of our variational calculations are presented. It is quite rem
able that for magnetic field strengths.1011 G there exists a total-energy minimum in th
(R1 ,R2) plane. Furthermore, for such magnetic fields the value of the energy a
minimum corresponding to the total energy of H3

11 is always lower than the total energ
of the hydrogen atom but higher than that of H2

1 . Hence the decay mode H3
11

˜ H1p
1p is forbidden. However, H3

11 is unstable with respect to the decay H3
11

˜ H2
11p. It

seems natural to assume that even if one-electron systems like H4
111 , H5

1111 etc. were
bounded, their total energies would be larger than the total energy for H3

11 . This as-
sumption and a comparison of the total energies of H, H2

1 , H3
11 ~see Table I! allow one
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to conclude that H2
1 is the most stable one-electron system in a constant magnetic

oriented along the magnetic field. The equilibrium distances for H3
11 decrease with

increasing magnetic field: the ion H3
11 , like H2

1 , becomes more and more compact. It
worth noting that for both H2

1 and H3
11 the average valuêz& is much smaller than the

‘‘natural’’ size of the system, determined by the positions of the centers:Req for H2
1 and

(R1eq1R2eq) for H3
11 ~see Fig. 1!. In other words, this means that the localizati

length of electron is much smaller than the ‘‘natural’’ size of the system.

Figure 2 shows the electronic density distribution as a function of magnetic fi
For a magnetic fieldB.1011 G the distribution has three distinct maxima correspond
to the positions of the centers, but the electron is situated preferably near the c
proton. The situation changes drastically as the magnetic field is increased: the elec
localized nearz50, having almost no memory of the two centers on either side.
important to investigate paths of possible tunneling. There are two pronounced v
~symmetric with respect toR1↔R2) in the electronic potential energy surface
Etotal(R1 ,R2) ~see Fig. 3a!.

They vary from the position of the H3
11 minimum to infinity, which corresponds to

TABLE I. Data for the ground state of H3
11 and a comparison with data for other one-electron syste

H, H2
1 .

B50 B51011 G B51012 G B51013 G

E Req E Req ^z& E Req ^z& E Req ^z&
~Ry! ~a.u.! ~Ry! ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~Ry! ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~Ry! ~a.u.! ~a.u.!

H 21.000 – 36.929 — — 413.57 — 4231.6 – –
H2

1 21.205 1.997 35.036 0.593 0.312 408.300 0.283 0.174 4218.662 0.147 0
H311 – – 36.429 0.803 0.432 410.296 0.346 0.219 4220.090 0.165 0.

Note: The total energyE is in Rydbergs, the equilibrium distanceReq[R1eq5R2eq ~see text!, and the average
value of the longitudinal size of the system^z& is in atomic units~a.u.!. The total energy for the hydrogen atom
is from Ref. 11; the data for H2

1 is from Ref. 5.

FIG. 2. Electronic distribution for various magnetic fields: 1011 G ~a!, 1012 G ~b! and 1013 G ~c!. It peaks more
and more sharply at the origin with growth of magnetic field.
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the H2
11p dissociation: (R1eq,R2eq)˜(`,RH

2
1

eq
) and (R1eq,R2eq)˜(RH

2
1

eq
,`), where

RH
2
1

eq
is the equilibrium distance for the H2

1 ion. In Fig. 3b one can see the profile of th

valley as a function of magnetic field. By calculating the Gaussian curvatures at the3
11

minimum one can estimate the position of the ground state energy level and answ
question of whether the well is deep enough to hold an energy level. It is always de
to answer the question of at what well ‘‘depth’’ does a level begin to exist. Usuall
requires special analysis. We made an estimate and obtained the result that for a m
field of 1011 G the situation is uncertain, the well is probably still too shallow to hold
ground state energy level. However, the well undoubtedly becomes sufficiently dee
1012213 G. From the form of the profile~see Fig. 3b! it is quite obvious that for 1012213

G the barrier is rather high and the probability of tunneling should be small.

The authors wish to thank K. G. Boreskov~Moscow! for helpful discussions. A. T.
thanks L. Cederbaum~Heidelberg! for a valuable comment. Fruitful discussions wi
P. O. Hess~México! in the early stage of the work are gratefully acknowledged.

This work is supported in part by DGAPA Grant IN105296~México!.

FIG. 3. Valleys in the electronic potential energy surfacesEtotal(R1 ,R2) ~a! and their profiles~b! for various
magnetic fields. The position of the minimum is indicated by a bullet, andDE denotes the depth of the well: th
distance between top of the barrier and the value of the minimum.
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Stochastic heating of plasma at electron cyclotron
resonance

A. N. Antonov, V. A. Buts, O. F. Kovpik, E. A. Kornilov,
O. V. Manu lenko,* ) V. G. Svichenski , K. N. Stepanov,
and Yu. A. Turkin
Kharkov Physicotechnical Institute National Science Center, 310108 Kharkov, Ukrain

~Submitted 12 February 1999; resubmitted 29 April 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 806–811~10 June 1999!

It is shown theoretically and experimentally that stochastic heating of
plasma electrons is highly efficient. Calculations have shown that over
the course of 100 periods of an external microwave field the kinetic
energy of the particles reaches values of around 1.0 MeV and the av-
erage energy reaches values of the order of 0.3 MeV in the field of two
oppositely propagating characteristic~eigen! waves of a cylindrical
waveguide, with amplitudes 24 kV/cm in a 1 kGstationary magnetic
field. Stochastic instability develops as a result of overlapping of non-
linear cyclotron resonances. The experimental results agree with the
theory: When these waves are excited by a 0.9 MW external source,
above a threshold of 0.45 MW one obtains x rays with a photon energy
corresponding to a maximum electron energy of the order of 1 MeV
over about 800 periods of the external microwave field. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00711-2#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Gj, 52.35.Qz

1. Various radio-frequency~rf! methods based on linear ‘‘collisionless’’ energ
absorption mechanisms are widely used to heat plasma in controlled thermonucle
sion devices.1,2 In a typical situation waves are absorbed in a narrow resonant ra
where the particles acquire or give up energy depending on the wave–particle pha
then, moving along magnetic flux lines, they ‘‘forget’’ the phase as a result of collisi
so that in the subsequent passage through the resonant zone this phase can be
random. In this case a particle acquires energy on the average. This method of h
makes it possible to reach thermonuclear temperatures if the energy lifetime o
plasma is sufficiently long. These methods are inapplicable if the plasma must be h
in a very short time. In this case heating can be accomplished by direct convers
electromagnetic wave energy into thermal energy of the plasma particles, where ‘‘
mediate’’ stages of the heating process, for example, collisions, are eliminated. D
collisionless heating can be accomplished in two ways. In the first method the field
must be chaotic, and in the second method~which we refer to below as stochast
heating! conditions under which particle motion in the field of regular waves beco
chaotic are produced. The first heating method requires noise generators. Mor
apparently, in all cases of practical interest stochastic heating of plasma by the fie

3
regular waves is more efficient than heating by noise fields.

8510021-3640/99/69(11)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Stochastic heating of plasma in open magnetic traps has been studied in Refs
and multifrequency electron cyclotron resonance~ECR! heating has been studied in Ref
8–10. The stochastic heating model studied in Ref. 4 and the works cited therein i
efficient than the heating scheme investigated in the present work. This is because
plasma is heated in open magnetic traps, energy transfer from the electromagnetic
the plasma particles occurs in a narrow range where cyclotron resonance conditio
satisfied for the plasma electrons with an external rf field. After passing through s
resonant region the particles move along magnetic field lines without interacting
nantly with the rf field. In the heating scheme studied in the present work, howeve
interaction of the plasma electrons with the rf field occurs not in a narrow resonant r
but rather in the entire volume occupied by the plasma particles. This eliminates the
interval during which the plasma particles do not interact with the field of the elec
magnetic wave.

In the present letter we report the results of theoretical and experimental inve
tions of stochastic heating of plasma electrons by the field of electromagnetic wave
circular waveguide and a circular cavity in a constant external magnetic field.

2. Let us consider the motion of a charged particle in the fieldH of a wave in a
circular waveguide with radiusa in a constant magnetic fieldH0 directed along the
waveguide axis. In a cylindrical coordinate system (r ,f,z) with origin at the center of
the transverse section of the waveguide andz axis directed along the waveguide axis, t
field componentsHmn of the wave have the form

Er5E0

m

k'r
Jm~k'r !sin~mw!sin~kzz2vt !,

Ew5E0Jm8 ~k'r !cos~mw!sin~kzz2vt !, Ez50,

Hr52
kz

k
Ew , Hw5

kz

k
Er , Hz5

k'

k
E0Jm~k'r !cos~mw!cos~kzz2vt !, ~1!

where Jm is a Bessel function of orderm, Jm8 is a derivative of the Bessel function
k'5nmn /a, Jm8 (nm,n)50, kz5Ak22k'

2 , k5v/c, c is the speed of light, andv is the
frequency. In dimensionless variables

vt˜t, rv/c˜r , p/Mc˜p, k'c/v˜k' , kzc/v˜kz ,

wherer5$r ,z%, p5$p' ,pz% is the momentum,M is the mass, the equations of motion
a particle in the field ~1! after averaging near the cyclotron resonance (kzpz0,s

1svH)/g0,s21'0, wheres is an integer,vH5eH0 /Mcv, and g0,s
2 511p'0,s

2 1pz0,s
2

~see Ref. 11!, have the following form for not too small transverse particle momentu

d

dt
g̃5

e0p'0,s

2g0,s
Jm1s~k'r c,s!Js8~k'r0,s!Im@ i s exp~ i Q̃s!#,

d

dt
Q̃s5

g̃

g0,s
~kz

221!,
~2!

where g̃ is the deviation of the particle energy fromg0,s , e05eE0 /Mcv, r c,s is the
radius of the guiding center of a particle,r0,s5p'0,s /vH is the Larmor radius, andQ̃s is
the resonant value of the helical phase of a particle in the field~1!. The equations~2! are
virtually identical to the analogous equations of Ref. 11, where the stochastic dyna
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of particles in a uniform magnetic field and in the field of an electromagnetic plane w
were studied. The difference is the factor 0.5Jm1s(k'r c,s) on the right-hand side of the
first equation. If the transverse momentum is small, then Eqs.~2! become more compli-
cated. The complete system of equations and its analysis are contained in Ref. 12

Neighboring nonlinear cyclotron resonances overlap if

ue0p'0,sJm1s~k'r c,s!Js8~k'r0,s!u1/2

1ue0p'0,s11Jm1s11~k'r c,s11!Js118 ~k'r0,s11!u1/2>vH /k'A2. ~3!

Let a particle be in cyclotron resonance with numbers and let the conditions for the
optimal resonance interaction hold:m1s50, r c,s'0. Then the width of the neares
resonance with numbers61 will be uJ1(k'r c,s11)u21/2 times smaller than the width o
resonances, i.e., the widths of the neighboring resonances are small. Moreover, for s
k' the splitting between the resonances increases more rapidly (k'51 is the nontrans-
mission condition for the waveguide! than their width~the limit k'˜0 is an autoreso-
nance, where the resonance line corresponds to an integral of motion13!. For this reason
it is difficult to achieve overlapping of cyclotron resonances — this requires a large
amplitude. Analytical estimates and numerical simulation for anH1,1 wave anda58 cm,
v/2p52.8 GHz, andH051 kG show that resonances do not overlap all the way up
e0'1 (E0'300 kV/cm).

Particle motion becomes chaotic for smallere0, if an H2,1 wave propagating counte
to the waveH1,1 is added. In this case the lines of particle resonances with the waveH2,1,
which cross lines of particle resonances with the waveH1,1, appear in the (pz ,g) plane.
Analysis of the conditions for the development of stochastic nonlinearity shows tha
the above parameters the instability develops for field intensities of the order o
kV/cm. Numerical analysis of the electron motion in the field of the two wavesH1,1 and
H2,1 confirms this result. The initial equations of motion were integrated numerically
1000 particles. Att50 the electrons are distributed randomly over the coordinates
the direction of the transverse velocity inside a cylinder of radiusa/8 and length 2p/kz

located at the center of the waveguide,g(t50)5111024, pz(t50)50, and the ampli-
tudes of theH1,1 andH2,1 waves are the same:e050.08,a58 cm,v/2p52.8 GHz, and
H051 kG. The particle distribution function att5200p is presented in Fig. 1. It is
evident that the particles acquire substantial energy:g.1.5 for more than half of all
particles. The time dependences of the average energy^g& of the particles and of the

FIG. 1. Electron energy distribution function in a field of two oppositely traveling waves.
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variances25^(g2^g&)2& show that^g& increases to 1.6 ands2 to 0.12 in a time
t5200p. Similar results are obtained for particle motion in the fields of a circular cav

3. The experimental results are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. Microwave pow
frequency 2.7 GHz was fed into a plasma-filled cavity~density up to 109 cm23) where
several characteristic modes were excited simultaneously. When the threshold valu
reached (.450 kW!, intense x-ray radiation was detected. The intensity reached
maximum value only forH0 corresponding to ECR. The width of the x-ray resonan
line at the 0.5 level is 10% of the resonant valueH0. All measurements presented belo
were performed withH050.97 kG.

High-energy electrons and the x rays associated with them appear only when s
modes are excited simultaneously. The mode composition of the cavity (Q;100) was
changed by varying the length of the cavity. The maximum x-ray intensity is obse
with the excitation of the modesH1,1,10 and H2,1,8 ~cavity length 60.8 cm!, H2,1,7 and
E0,1,8 ~length 52.6 cm!, andH0,1,5 andE1,1,5 ~length 52.2 cm!. A somewhat lower inten-
sity is observed with the excitation ofH0,1,6 andE1,1,6 ~length 62.6 cm!.

Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the power of the incident wave~1! and
reflected wave~2!, and the absorbed power~3! in a 60.8 cm long cavity. The time
dependence of the x-ray intensity~4! has two peaks which virtually coincide with th
peaks of the absorbed power in the cavity: 500–550 kW at 1ms and 200 kW at 2ms. The
electron energy at the peak x-ray intensity is 100–150 keV at 2ms and 8–10 times highe
at 1 ms. The microwave power absorbed by the plasma at the peaks differs by o

FIG. 2. Time dependence of the power of the incident wave~1!, the power of the reflected wave~2!, the
absorbed power~3! in the cavity, and the x-ray intensity~4!.

FIG. 3. Maximum x-ray intensity with excitation ofH1,1 andH2,1 modes versus the power fed into the plasm
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factor of 2.5–3. This indicates the existence of a nonlinear dependence of the ener
number of accelerated electrons on the microwave power fed into the plasma and
to a high efficiency of energy transfer from the microwave field to the plasma elect
The maximum x-ray intensity is established in no more than 0.3ms. This attests to a high
rate of energy transfer to the plasma electrons from the excited oscillations. The d
dence of the maximum x-ray intensity~cavity length 60.8 cm! on the power fed into the
plasma is shown in Fig. 3. It is evident that appreciable growth of the radiation s
when the high-frequency power exceeds 450 kW. Above this point the growth rate o
x-ray intensity is eight or nine times higher, i.e., the increase in the x-ray intensity
therefore the heating of the plasma electrons are of a threshold character with res
the microwave power fed into the plasma.

The curve of the x-ray intensity versus the plasma density has a maximum. U
optimal conditions the microwave power required for stochastic heating decreases
can be explained by the appearance of a plasma resonance or by the excitation o
acteristic plasma waves, whose presence facilitates the transition to stochasticity
decrease in the x-ray intensity with a further increase of the plasma density is pro
due to screening of the field by the plasma.

Investigation of plasma heating by two modes with different frequencies sho
that this heating scheme is qualitatively no different from the heating scheme bas
spatial modes with the same frequency. Heating at two frequencies is equivale
increasing the power at one frequency when using several modes.

4. Therefore there exists the possibility of a simple experimental realization o
conditions for stochastic heating of plasma by the field of regular electromagnetic w
This heating mechanism is exceptionally efficient — the rate of conversion of a sub
tial fraction of the energy of regular electromagnetic waves into the thermal energ
plasma electrons is high and the plasma electrons themselves reach relativistic en

Experimental investigations have shown that the basis of the heating mechan
ECR. WhenH0 was detuned from resonance by 10–20% in the experiment, virtuall
plasma heating occurred. These results agree with the numerical and analytical c
tions. Thus, numerical simulation of heating by the field of a standingH1,1 wave has
shown that for a 20% detuning from exact resonance electrons acquire virtual
energy.

The heating mechanism studied is a threshold mechanism. Substantial heatin
correspondingly a substantial x-ray intensity were observed only above a certain th
old microwave intensity in the cavity. This is in good qualitative agreement with
theory. However, it should be noted that there is a discrepancy between the theo
field intensity required for stochastic instability~24 kV/cm! and the experimentally ob
served threshold~of the order of 10 kV/cm!. This discrepancy can be explained by t
fact that the theory constructed is a single-particle theory of plasma heating and ne
collective processes, which can arise for sufficiently high plasma density. In the ex
ment, when the microwave field reaches an intensity of the order of 10 kV/cm addit
ionization of the residual gas occurs, and the plasma density increases to 531010 cm23

in the heating time. Plasma resonance as well as the characteristic plasma modes
be excited in the plasma can play a large role under these conditions. Each of
factors decreases the microwave power level required for development of stoc
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instability of the motion of plasma particles. However, an adequate theory of t
phenomena is lacking at present.

Stochastic heating is observed only with the excitation of several spatial mod
the cavity or with the excitation of the cavity by two frequencies. This is in comp
agreement with the analysis of the theoretical models.

We shall now compare the above-described scheme of stochastic heating w
scheme implemented in traps with magnetic mirrors. In these devices there ar
spatially limited regions where ECR conditions are satisfied. A particle acquires en
in one pass through the resonant region. This energy is low, and the change in ener
be described on the basis of a linear theory. The motion becomes stochastic as a r
collisions with other particles in the path from one mirror to the other. We shall com
the heating efficiency in this scheme with that of the scheme which we have exam
above, assuming the charged particles to be constantly located in the resonant
Then an effective collision frequency can be introduced. For the scheme with mag
mirrors it is of the order ofneff;1/T, whereT is the passage time of a particle betwe
the mirrors. When dynamical chaos develops, the effective collision frequency and
respondingly the heating efficiency are much higher. It can be estimated asneff;1/TC ,
whereTC;1/v• lnK is the decorrelation time,K is the ratio of the width to the splitting
between the nonlinear resonances, andTC is comparable to the period of the rf field fo
K.1. Therefore the heating of the plasma in a trap can be made substantially
efficient by introducing into the plasma trap an additional wave with specially cho
parameters. Indeed, under ordinary conditions the time during which a particle inte
with the field in one pass through the resonant region is of the order of 500 periods
rf field.14 As we have seen above, when dynamical chaos develops, this time is suffi
for the particle energy to change substantially.

This work was performed as part of Project 253 of the Ukrainian Scient
Technical Center.
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A sharp decrease of resistivity in La 0.7Ca0.3Mn0.96Cu0.04O3:
Evidence for Cu-assisted coherent tunneling of spin
polarons
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Nearly a 50% decrease of the resistivityr(T,x) is observed upon just
4% Cu doping at the Mn site of La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3. When the
observed phenomenon is attributed to a decrease of the spin-polaron
energyEs(x) belowTC(x), all of the data are found to be well fitted by
the nonthermal coherent tunneling expressionr(T,x)5r0e2gM2(T,x),
assuming that the magnetization in the ferromagnetic state is given by
the expressionM (T,x)5MR(x)1M0(x)tanh$A@TC(x)/T#221%. The
best fits through all the data points suggestM0(x).A12xM0(0),
MR(x).AxM0(0), andEs(x).Es(0)(12x)4 for the explicit x de-
pendence of the Cu-induced modifications of the Mn-spin-dominated
zero-temperature spontaneous magnetization, residual paramagnetic
contribution, and spin-polaron tunneling energy, respectively, with
Es(0)50.12 eV. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00811-7#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 72.80.Sk, 71.38.1i, 81.40.Rs

As is well known,1 the ground state of La2/3Ca1/3MnO3, which exhibits colossal
magnetoresistance, is ferromagnetic~FM!, and the paramagnetic–ferromagnetic tran
tion is accompanied by a sharp drop in resistivity belowTC . This correlation is consid-
ered as a basic element for the so-called magnetically induced electron localiz
scenario,2–4 in which the changes of observable resistivity at low temperatures are re
to the corresponding changes of the local magnetization, and a coherent nonth
tunneling charge carrier transport mechanism dominates other diffusion processes

The effects of elemental substitution on the properties of La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 have been
widely studied in an attempt to further shed some light on the underlying trans
mechanisms in this interesting material.5–14 In particular, substitution of rare-earth atom
~like Y or Gd! in the La site leads to a lowering of the ferromagnetic~and ‘‘metal–
insulator’’! transition temperatureTC , due mostly to the cation size mismatch.5,11–14At
the same time, a reduction inTC and a rather substantial drop of the resistivity in the F
8580021-3640/99/69(11)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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region due to replacement of the Mn ions with metals~like Co or Ni! are ascribed to a
weakening of the Zener double-exchange interaction between two unlike ions.1,13 In other
words, metal-ion doping was found13 to decrease the polaron tunneling energy barr
thus facilitating the transfer of carriers in the FM region.

In this letter we present a comparative study of resistivity measurements on
manganite samples from the La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3 family for x50 andx50.04 over a
wide temperature interval~from 20 to 300 K!. As we shall see, this very small amount
impurity leads to a marked~factor of two! drop in resistivity, which can hardly be
understood in the framework of the conventional scattering theories. The data are
well fitted by a nonthermal spin tunneling expression for the resistivity, assumi
magnetizationM (T,x)-dependent charge carrier correlation lengthL(M ).

The samples examined in this study were prepared by the standard solid-state
tion from stoichiometric amounts of La2O3, CaCO3, MnO2, and CuO powders. The
necessary heat treatment was performed in air, in alumina crucibles at 1300° C for 2
to preserve the right phase stoichiometry. The powder x-ray diffraction pattern
characteristic of perovskites. No appreciable changes in the diffraction patterns in
by Cu doping have been observed~suggesting thus that no structural changes have
curred after replacement of Mn by Cu!. Energy-dispersive x-ray microanalyses confir
the presence of copper on the manganese crystallographic sites.

The electrical resistivityr(T,x) was measured using the conventional four-pro
method. To avoid Joule and Peltier effects, a dc currentI 51 mA was injected~as a one
second pulse! successively on both sides of the sample. The voltage dropV across the
sample was measured with high accuracy by a KT256 nanovoltmeter. Figure 1 pr
the temperature dependence of the resistivityr(T,x) for two La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3

samples, withx50 andx50.04, respectively. Notice a rather sharp~nearly a 50%) drop

FIG. 1. Temperature behavior of the observed resistivityr(T,x) in La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3 for x50 ~circles!
andx50.04 ~squares!.
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of resistivity ~both near the peak and on its low temperature side! for the doped sample
along with a small reduction of the transition~peak! temperatureTC(x), which reaches
TC(0)5265 K andTC(0.04)5250 K, respectively. The kink-like behavior in the resi
tivity of the Cu-free sample seen just belowTC(0) is most likely due to a slight oxygen
nonstoichiometry-induced grain-boundary~GB! scattering.12 It completely disappears
upon doping, suggesting14 a healing role of copper in reducing the GB resistivity~see
below!.

Since no tangible structural changes have been observed upon copper dopin
Jahn–Teller mechanism can be safely ruled out, and the most reasonable cause
resistivity drop in the doped material is the reduction of the spin-polaron tunne
energyEs , which within the localization scenario2–4 is tantamount to an increase of th
charge carrier correlation lengthL.\/A2mEs ~herem is an effective polaron mass!. In
the FM region @below TC(x)] the tunneling-based resistivity is2,3 r@M (T,x)#
5rse

2R/L(M ), with rs
215e2R2nphNm , whereR is the tunneling distance~and 2R is the

size of a small spin polaron!, nph is the phonon frequency, andNm is the density of
available states. In turn, the correlation lengthL(M ) depends on the temperature a
copper concentrationx through the corresponding dependences of the magnetiza
M (T,x). Assuming, along the basic lines of the conventional mean-field approxima
scheme,3 that L(M )5L0 /(12M2/ML

2) @with ML being the fraction of the saturatio
magnetizationM (0)], we arrive at the following expression for the tunneling-dominat
resistivity:

r~T,x!5r0e2gM2(T,x), ~1!

with r05rse
2R/L0 andg52R/L0ML

2 .

To account for the observed behavior of the resistivity, we identifyTC with the
doping-dependent Curie temperatureTC(x), and assume that the temperature andx de-
pendence of the magnetization is the sum of a classical Curie–Weiss contribution
residual term, namely

M ~T,x!5MR~x!1M0~x!tanh$A@TC~x!/T#221%. ~2!

Specifically,MR(x) is interpreted as a copper-induced residual paramagnetic cont
tion, while M0(x) takes into account the deviation of the ferromagnetically aligned
magnetic moments of the undoped material in the presence of copper atoms. In fac
for the MR(x) term, Eq.~2! is an analytical~approximate! solution of the well-known
Curie–Weiss mean-field equation for the spontaneous magnetization,
M (T,x)/M (0,x)5tanh$@M(T,x)/M(0,x)#(TC(x)/T)%. Among the possible reasons for th
observed sharp decline of resistivity in the Cu-doped sample is also the electronic
of its grain boundary~GB!. Indeed, since Cu(d9) has a substantially larger ionic radiu
than the Mn ion, it may actually improve the GB conduction~through a relieving of the
local strain!, eventually reducing the overall resistivity Ref. 14. In order to exclude
such extrinsic effects~related to GB scattering!, we consider the normalized resistivit
Dr(T,x)/Dr(0,x), whereDr(T, x)5r(T,x)2r(TC(x),x) andr(0,x) is the resistivity
taken at the lowest available temperature. Figure 2 depicts the above-defined norm
resistivity versus the reduced temperatureT/TC(x) for the two samples. First of all
notice that the data forx50 andx50.04 merge both at low temperatures and abo
TC(x). The latter suggests the absence of GB-related effects in the normalized resis
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At the same time, starting fromTC(x) and below, the Cu-doped~squares! and Cu-free
~circles! samples follow different routes. In particular, approachingTC(x) from low
temperatures, a~most likely! oxygen-nonstoichiometry-driven12 crossover from the un-
doped to the doped transport mechanism is clearly seen nearT/TC(x).0.9. On the other
hand, the fact that the data belowTC(x) fail to merge suggests the presence of so
magnetic-structure-related scattering mechanism, probably due to Cu-spin-induced
fications~domains! in the FM structure of the undoped sample. The solid lines are
best fits through all the data points according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!, yielding M0(0)/ML

51.41AL0/2R, MR(0)50, M0(0.04)50.98M0(0), andMR(0.04)50.06M0(0) for the
model parameters. Recalling that in our present study the copper content isx50.04, the
above estimates can be cast~with a rather good accuracy! into the following explicitx
dependences of the residualMR(x).AxM0(0) and spontaneousM0(x).A12xM0(0)
magnetizations, which lead to an exponential~rather than power-law! x dependence of
the observed resistivityr(T,x) @see Eqs.~1! and~2!#. Furthermore, assuming~as usual2!
that the ratio of the~undoped! tunneling distance to the correlation length has a va
2R/L0.1 and using the value found for the residual resistivityr(TC(0),0)5r0.3.5 m
Vm, the density of states2 Nm.931026m23eV21, and the phonon frequencynph.2
31013 s21 ~estimated from the Raman shift for optical Mn–O modes!, we obtainR.5 Å
for an estimate of the tunneling distance~corresponding to 2R.10 Å for the size of a
spin polaron! which in turn results inL0.10 Å ~when the free-electron approximation
used for the massm of a polaron! andEs(0).0.12 eV for the zero-temperature coppe
free carrier charge correlation length and for the spin-polaron tunneling energy, re
tively, both in good agreement with reported1–5,9,13estimates of these parameters in oth
systems. Based on the above estimates, we can roughly estimate the copper-i
variation of the correlation lengthL(x) and the corresponding spin polaron tunneli

FIG. 2. The temperature dependence of the normalized resistivityDr(T,x)/Dr(0,x) in La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3

for x50 ~circles! and x50.04 ~squares! as a function of the reduced temperatureT/TC(x). The solid lines
through all the data points are the best fits according to Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
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energy Es(x). Indeed, according to the earlier introduced definitions,L@M (TC(x))#
5L0 /(12MR

2(x)/ML
2).L0 /(122x) and Es(x)}L22(x), which lead to L(x)

.L(0)/(12x)2 andEs(x).Es(0)(12x)4 for small enoughx. These explicitx depen-
dences @along with the composition variation of the transition temperatureTC(x)
.TC(0)(12x)] correlate remarkably well with the recently observed13,14 transition-
element~T! induced changes in La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xTxO3.

In summary, a rather substantial drop in resistivityr(T,x) in a lightly Cu doped
manganite La2/3Ca1/3Mn12xCuxO3 sample is reported. Along with a lowering of the Cur
point TC(x), the copper substitution is argued to add a small paramagnetic contrib
MR(x) to the Mn-spin-dominated spontaneous magnetizationM of the undoped material
leading to a small decrease of the spin-polaron tunneling energyEs(x). However, due to
the tunneling-dominated carrier transport process, this small amount of impurity is
ficient to cause drastic changes in the absolute value of the resistivity across the
temperature range. The temperature andx dependences of the observed resistivity w
found to be rather well fitted by a nonthermal coherent tunneling of spin polarons,
a heuristic expression for the magnetizationM (T,x) in the ferromagnetic state~as an
approximate analytical solution to the mean-field Curie–Weiss equation!, resulting in an
exponential~rather than linear! doping dependence ofr(T,x).

Part of this work has been financially supported by the Action de Reche
Concerte´es ~Grant #94-99/174!. S. A. S. thanks FNRS~Brussels! for some financial
support.
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Space–time characteristics of nuclear resonant
excitation during Bragg reflection from multilayers

M. A. Andreeva
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 26 April 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 816–821~10 June 1999!

Mössbauer experiments using synchrotron radiation have opened up a
new method for investigating nuclear-resonance scattering — in the
time domain. It is shown that the field distribution in a multilayer
structure, including periodic interlayers of a resonant isotope, under
Bragg reflection conditions is substantially different in the energy and
time differential regimes of investigation. For separate delay times the
field does not decay into the medium, but rather it undergoes compli-
cated dynamic beats. The positions of the antinodes of the ‘‘energy’’
and ‘‘temporal’’ standing waves are also different. In consequence the
energy~Mössbauer! and temporal spectra of nuclear resonant reflection
contain substantially different information about the structure of the
films. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00911-1#

PACS numbers: 76.80.1y, 71.70.Jp, 68.65.1g

Effects due to the collective excitation of low-energy~Mössbauer! nuclear levels
under conditions of coherent scattering of resonance radiation are a subject of cont
interest. The suppression of inelastic channels of nuclear reactions~Kagan–Afanas’ev
effect! during diffraction of Mössbauer radiation by crystals containing Mo¨ssbauer nuclei
was predicted and studied experimentally in the 1970s~Ref. 1; see also the reviews i
Refs. 2 and 3!. In recent years the use of sharply directed synchrotron radiation~SR! has
greatly expanded the possibilities of investigating coherent effects in nuclear res
scattering. Mo¨ssbauer experiments with SR have reached a qualitatively new l
nuclear-resonance scattering can now be investigated in the time domain, since
characterized by a virtually white spectrum and possesses a pulsed structure~see Ref. 4
for a more detailed discussion of the experimental implementation of nuclear res
experiments using SR!. New manifestations of collective effects, such as enhancem
and speedup of the decay of a nuclear system, dynamic beats, acoustic modulatio
modulation by an ac magnetic field, were immediately observed in Bragg reflection
Mössbauer crystals as well as in forward scattering.5–7

In the present letter the unusual distribution of the radiation field in a peri
multilayer resonance medium under Bragg reflection conditions for a time-differe
method of investigation is examined theoretically.

The calculation was performed for 26 Cr~1.7 nm!/57Fe~1.6 nm! bilayers with a 3.3
8630021-3640/99/69(11)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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nm period on a glass substrate. A Bragg reflection peak from this structure for res
radiation wavelength 0.086 nm appeared at a grazing angleu5uB513.545 mrad. Mag-
netic hyperfine splitting in the iron layers was taken as in thea-Fe phase, and it was
assumed that the second and fifth lines of the magnetic spectrum are absent,
happens for in-plane orientation of the magnetic moments of the iron atoms in the
grazing geometry of the experiment, ands polarization of the radiation~see the dashed
spectrum in the inset in Fig. 1a!. The computational scheme was as follows: The ene
~Mössbauer! spectrumER(v) of the amplitude of the mirror reflection for a fixed grazin
angle was calculated taking account of nuclear resonant interaction; thus the amplit
the radiation field at the surface was known:E(z50,v)5E01ER(v) (E0 is the ampli-
tude of the incident wave!. Next, the energy spectrum of the amplitude of the radiat
field was systematically calculated~with step Dz50.1 nm! at each depth, starting a
z50, using propagation matrices.8 With the use of the Fourier transform

E~z,t !5
1

2p E
2`

1`

E~z,v!e2 ivtdv, v5Eg /\,

the time spectrum of the field amplitudeE(z,t) was compared with each spectru
E(z,v).9,7 Despite the apparent equivalence of these two regimes~energy and temporal!
of investigation, the character of the variations inE(z,v5const) andE(z,t5const) with
depth was found to be completely different~Figs. 1 and 2!. The amplitude and oscilla
tions of uE(z,v5const)u2, as expected, decay quite rapidly with depth~more rapidly than
in the absence of the nuclear-resonance interaction channel!, whereasuE(z,t5const)u2

increases~!! with depth down to the lower limit of the periodic resonance struct
studied. That is, at some particular instant of delay time after an instantaneous pu

FIG. 1. DistributionuE(z)u2 of the radiation field in a@Cr~1.7 nm!/57Fe~1.6 nm!#26 multilayer film on glass
under Bragg reflection conditions (u5uB) for energy-differential~a! and time-differential~b! regimes of in-
vestigation. Insets: The solid lines represent, respectively, the energy~left-hand panel! and time~right-hand
panel, logarithmic scale! reflection spectraR at u5uB ; the thin solid lines represent the energy (v525.31
mm/s) or the time delay after an instantaneous excitation pulse~1 — t515.2 ns,2 — t555.7 ns,3 —
t597.1 ns! for which the field distribution is presented; the dashed line in the inset in left-hand panel show
theoretical nuclear resonant absorption spectrum~on an arbitrary scale!. The dashed line in panel~a! shows the
distribution of the field in a periodic structure in the absence of a nuclear resonant interaction.
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excitation of the system is maximum not at the surface of the reflecting structur
rather in the interior volume of the structure. We also note that oscillations of the in
sity uE(z,t)u2 reach a maximum at the center of the film.

The positions of the antinodes of the standing wavesuE(z,v5const)u2 and uE(z,t
5const)u2 are also completely different~Fig. 2!. Oscillations ofuE(z,v5v res)u2 for
exact resonance have a minimum at the center of the resonant layers, as a result o
the reflection coefficient at resonance increases~this effect is similar to the enhanceme
of reflection from absorbing periodic structures, described in Ref. 10; there is als
analogy with the well-known suppression of inelastic channels of a nuclear reactio1–3!.
In the time-differential interaction, the antinodes ofuE(z,t5const)u2 at the instantst of
delay time considered~see inset in Fig. 2, right-hand side!, i.e., at the maxima of the
oscillations of the temporal spectrum of the Bragg reflection coefficient, occur in
resonance layers, and this enhances the interaction with the nuclear-resonant
However, it should be noted that for other energy shifts relative to the resonance
other instants of delay time, the phase of the oscillations of the field relative to
resonant layers is different, since on the whole the shape of the energy or time spe
the squared modulus of the field amplitude varies dramatically at a depth of one bila11

This circumstance can be used to investigate secondary radiation for localizati
impurity atoms.

The increase in the field amplitude with depth can be qualitatively explained
multiple scattering with a delay determined by the lifetime of the nuclear level. Nucl
depth z at a certain point in time are excited by the initial pulse~decay has not ye
occurred! and by the reemission from other nuclei, which occurs with a delay; on
whole, this increases the probability of excited nuclei being present at large de
Mathematically, this effect is characteristic for processes described by a multiple c

FIG. 2. Displacements of the antinodes of the field relative to the resonant layers~the central part of the
structure under study is shown on an enlarged scale! as a function of the grazing angleu near the Bragg angle
uB for v525.31 mm/s~left-hand side! and t515.2 ns~right-hand side!. For each curve in the figure the
grazing angles are given in milliradians.
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lution in time. Indeed, the amplitude at each point is described by the product o
propagation matrix and the field amplitude at the surface. But the product of
frequency-dependent functions is replaced in the time representation by their con
tion. Such an analysis for forward scattering is presented in Ref. 12. Rescattering
cesses are more complicated under reflection conditions, since the presence of c
waves in the forward and backward directions must be taken into account~which corre-
sponds to a transformation of the components of the field amplitude with depth us
matrix exponential!. For this reason, this behavior ofuE(z,t)u2 was difficult to predict
without direct calculations.

We note that an increase in the amplitude of the radiation field during propag
through a resonant absorber has already been observed in measurements in t
domain. Thus, even investigations of the time spectra of the decay of Mo¨ssbauer nuclei in
the delayed coincidence method13,14 have shown that at individual points in time th
amplitude of a wave transmitted through a resonant absorber can be greater th
amplitude determined by the natural decay of the absorber. For time spectra of fo
scattering excited by a synchrotron pulse the variations in the field amplitude wit
creasing thickness of the resonant scatterer have been investigated theoretically i
7, 12, and 15. It was observed, specifically, that in both the time differential and t
integrated regimes this amplitude grows until the photoelectric absorption predomi

It is of interest to investigate whether or not similar limitations on the increase in
amplitude of the radiation field are present in our case of a periodic multilayer B
reflector. For this we increased the number of periods of the structure until full satur
of the field amplitudeuE(z,t5const)u2 with depth occurred~Fig. 3!. It follows from the
calculation that saturation is reached for different time delays at different depth
addition, the subsequent decay of the field is nonmonotonic; here unique dynamic
of the field with depth occur. Nothing like this can occur in the energy domain.

The characteristic features, examined above, of the space–time structure
radiation field in a periodic resonant medium are also of interest for practical app
tions.

In the first place, we have shown that the depth from which information is extra
in Bragg reflection is different for the energy and time methods of investigation.
explains the complexity of the simultaneous analysis of Mo¨ssbauer and time reflectio
spectra measured on the same sample on the assumption of the same model
variation of the hyperfine interactions over film depth.16,17

In the second place, the contribution of scattering at interfaces is enhanced
energy spectra of exact Bragg reflection, while the contribution from the central pa
the resonant films predominates in the time reflection spectra. As the grazing anu
varies near the Bragg angleuB , the position of the antinodes ofuE(z,t5const)u2 shifts,
as always happens in the standing-wave method~Fig. 2!, and since the modulation am
plitude of uE(z,t5const)u2 is much greater thanuE(z,v5const)u2 ~at least at the cente
of a multilayer film!, successive ‘‘de-excitation’’ of different regions in the resonant57Fe
layers should be the more striking effect. Thus, if the hyperfine interactions at the c
of the 57Fe layers and interfaces are different~which apparently always happens!, the
time reflection spectra will differ very strongly foru nearuB . There are no fundamenta
difficulties in performing such selective investigations over the depth of a resonant
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FIG. 3. DistributionuE(z,t5 const)u2 of the radiation field in ordinary and logarithmic scales under Bra
reflection conditionsu5uB for the same three points in time as in the right-hand panel in Fig. 1 but for a m
thicker periodic structure~the number of periods is eight times greater than in Fig. 1:N5208).
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in multilayer periodic structures, since the divergence of the SR, (;20–30mrad! is much
smaller than the width of the Bragg reflection, and angular alignments on the Mo¨ssbauer
SR stations are very accurate.

Finally, the dramatic change in the shape of the time spectrumuE(z,t5const)u2

~just asuE(z,v5const)u2 also! as a function ofz within one bilayer makes it possible t
localize the position of an impurity in the structure according to the shape of the ‘‘M’´ss-
bauer spectrum’’ of the fluorescence of the impurity, as is done in the x-ray stan
wave method.18,19

I thank A. I. Chumakov and G. V. Smirnov for a discussion of the results.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
97-02-17686!.
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Mechanism of the formation of a diamond nanocomposite
during transformations of C 60 fullerite at high pressure
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The results of an investigation of the transformation of C60 fullerite to
diamond under pressure through intermediate three-dimensionally po-
lymerized and amorphous phases are reported. It is found that treatment
of fullerite C60 at pressures 12–14 GPa and temperatures;1400 °C
produces a nanocrystalline graphite–diamond composite with a con-
centration of the diamond component exceeding 50%. At lower tem-
peratures~700–1200 °C! nanocomposites consisting of diamondlike
(sp3) and graphitic (sp2) amorphous phases are formed. The nano-
composites obtained have extremely high mechanical characteristics:
hardness comparable to that of best diamond single crystals and frac-
ture resistance two times greater than that of diamond. Mechanisms
leading to the transformation of C60 fullerite into diamond-based nano-
composites and the reasons for the high mechanical characteristics of
these nanocomposites are discussed. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01011-7#

PACS numbers: 81.05.Tp, 81.05.Ys, 81.40.Vw

1. Diamond and diamond-containing materials are attracting a great deal of atte
from investigators and technologists because of the unique intrinsic mechanical p
ties of such materials. Artificial diamonds are ordinarily synthesized from a carb
graphite phase that is stable under normal conditions. At the same time, from the
point of fundamental investigations and for technological applications it is of enorm
interest to study the possibility of synthesizing diamond from metastable carbon ph
The production of a new, highly metastable, ordered phase of carbon — fullerite C60 —
in macroscopic quantities1 has led to new possibilities for synthesizing diamondli
carbon phases.2

A direct graphite–diamond transformation without special catalysts occurs, fo
netic reasons, far from the line of thermodynamic equilibrium (T.2000 K at P;12
8690021-3640/99/69(11)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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GPa!.3 Metastable phases of carbon, such as soot, fullerites, and carbynes, have a
tional thermodynamic equilibrium with diamond at pressures much lower than
diamond–graphite equilibrium pressure. For fullerite C60 a conditional equilibrium with
diamond is reached in general at negative pressures.4 However, a decrease of the the
modynamic equilibrium pressure does not yet signify a decrease of the pressu~or
temperature! of the real transition, since the kinetics and microscopic mechanism o
transition play a very important role in a real structural transformation. From this st
point it is extremely interesting to investigate the transformation of fullerite C60 into
diamond.

It has been established previously that heating of fullerite C60 at various pressure
results in a one-~1D!, two- ~2D!, or three-dimensional~3D! polymerizations of the
molecular crystal, and with further heating the polymer phases transform into amorp
modifications of carbon with destruction of the molecular structure of C60.3,5–8 The
amorphous carbon obtained from C60 contains an appreciable fraction of atomicsp3

states at pressures 8–9 GPa, where crossover is observed between temperature
2D and 3D polymerizations.8,9 However, the amorphous network becomes predomina
fourfold coordinated only at pressures 12–13 GPa.4,8,9As a result, an appreciable yield o
diamonds from C60 without intermediate graphitization is kinetically realizable only
P.12 GPa.

It is well known that many mechanical properties of polycrystals improve as
grain size decreases~see Ref. 10 and references cited therein!. In this connection, it is of
enormous interest to synthesize diamond-based nanocomposites. However, bec
residual porosity, chemical impurities, and residual stresses at grain boundaries th
dard methods of compacting diamond nanopowders do not yield composites with
mechanical characteristics. An alternative method for obtaining a nanocrystalline s
crystallization of the corresponding amorphous phase. A distinctive feature of amorp
carbon modifications is that the average coordination number in them can actually
from 2 to 4.9 It is natural to assume that amorphous phases with a large fractio
fourfold coordinatedsp3 states are preferred for obtaining diamond nanocomposites
to now amorphous modifications of carbon with a large fraction ofsp3 states have been
synthesized only in the form of thin films.11 The transformations of fullerite C60 which
were discussed above open up new possibilities for obtaining three-dimensional sa
of amorphous diamondlike carbon. Our objective in the present work was to inves
fullerite–diamond transformations via an intermediate amorphous phase and to in
gate the mechanical properties of diamond nanocomposites.

2. The samples were synthesized from fullerite powder with a C60 content of at least
99.9% and crystalline grain size;100 mm. A Toroid chamber with a modified profile
was used to produce a high pressure. The chamber could produce pressures of u
GPa in a volume of up to 20 mm3. Micron-size Fe2O3 powder, which increased friction
was used to decrease the outflow of the catlinite interlayer between the high-pre
chambers and to obtain the maximum pressure at the chamber–interlayer interface
ing was performed by passing a current through a heater into which a Pt containe
a fullerite sample~C60 powder compacted into a cylinder 2 mm high and 2 mm
diameter! was placed. The structure of the samples obtained was investigated by
diffraction ~CuKa and CrKa). The density of the samples was determined by a pyc
metric method. The mechanical properties were investigated by indentation with dia
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Vickers pyramids at loads up to 5.5 N. Calculations of the Vickers hardnessHv and the
critical stress intensity coefficient~fracture resistance! K1c were performed using the
method proposed in Ref. 12 and successfully used for investigating ultrahard mate

3. X-ray diffraction data for several amorphous and nanocrystalline samples
presented in Fig. 1. For comparison, the diffraction pattern of a sample obtained b
disordering of C60 at T58 GPa, i.e., in the region of 1D and 2D polymerizations,
shown by curve1. This curve corresponds to a disordered graphitic state, whic
confirmed by the density of this sample,'2.2 g/cm3. Substantially different diffraction
patterns are observed for amorphous samples obtained at 12.5–13.5 GPa~in the region of
3D polymerization!. The wide amorphous peak near 3 Å21 indicates the presence of
substantial fraction of atoms in thesp3 states~in what follows we shall refer to such
samples as diamondlike amorphous!. This corresponds to a high density and extrem
high hardness of the samples~Table I!.

It should be noted that the mechanism leading to the formation of an amorp
phase atP512.5–13.5 GPa is substantially different from the mechanism of disorde
in the low-dimensional polymerization range (P<8 GPa). Indeed, gradual 3D polyme
ization culminates in the formation of an amorphous phase whose diffraction pattern
not contain the peak near 2 Å21 corresponding to a graphitic, predominantly layere
packing of atoms~compare curves1 and2 in Fig. 1!. A diffraction peak close to the~002!
reflection of graphite but displaced rightward in angle~curve 3! appears only at highe
temperatures. The corresponding interplanar distance'3 Å is 10% less than the distanc
between the planes in graphite ('3.3 Å!. From the width of the amorphous peaks o
can estimate the mean order lengthl in the disordered phase using the relati

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns~with the background subtracted out! for amorphous and nanocomposit
samples obtained by heating C60 up to various temperaturesTsyn under pressurePsyn ~GPa! followed by
quenching. The intensity is shown as a function of the scattering wave vectorQ54psinu/l.
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l;2p/DQ, whereDQ is the half-width of the peak in units of the scattering wave vec
~for a polycrystalline sample an analogous estimate gives the characteristic crys
size!. The corresponding calculation gives 7–10 Å for diamondlike~predominantlysp3)
regions and 15–20 Å for graphitic regions.

In summary, increasing the synthesis temperature results in the formation
amorphoussp2–sp3 nanocomposite. The results of scanning electron microscopy
firm this interpretation~Fig. 2!. The amorphous sample obtained at lower temperature
a uniform material on a micron scale, while the high-temperature sample has a co
cated macroscopic morphology. The change in the morphology of the samples is
the rearrangement of the structure on a nanoscale, while the sample remains amo
on large scales. Crystallization of the amorphous nanocomposite starts near 14
~curve4, Fig. 1!. At this temperature diamond crystallites of appreciable size are form
since in addition to the reflection peak~111! there are weak reflections~220! and~311!,
as are graphite clusters, since the peaks of the graphitic phase shift toward the
positions of the reflections~002! and ~004! of graphite. The crystallite sizes estimate
from the widths of the x-ray peaks are;50 Å for graphite and;25 Å for diamond.

The data for the hardness and fracture resistance of amorphous and nanocom
samples are presented in Table I and Fig. 3, which also show points corresponding
polymers of different density and graphitic disordered phases. We call attention t
general trend in the behavior of the hardness, the growth ofHv with increasing density of
the carbon phases~Fig. 3!; in addition, our results are in good agreement with theHv(r)
data for amorphous carbon films.11 The large variance in the values obtained for t
hardness makes it impossible to establish a systematic dependence on the load or
phase. Nonetheless, the measurement accuracy is sufficient to conclude that an
ciable increase in hardness to values characteristic for diamond is observed for nan
posite phases with density in the range 3.0–3.4 g/cm3. The fracture resistance of suc

TABLE I. The densityr, hardnessHv , and fracture resistanceK1c ~measured with various loadsP on
the indenter! of amorphous and nanocomposite samples synthesized from C60 under various pressure
Psyn and temperaturesTsyn.

Psyn Tsyn r P Hv K1c

~GPa! (°C! ~g/cm3) ~N! ~GPa! ~MN/m3/2)

12.5 600 2.8 1.96 6865 –
5.42 8865 8.361.3

12.5 750 2.9 1.96 6166 5.960.7
– – – 3.64 8464 8.962.2
12.5 900 3.2 1.96 93614 7.960.3

5.42 6263 6.960.7
12.5 1400 3.05 1.96 119615 1062

5.42 6665 –
13 800 3.1 4.54 12269 2465
13.5 900 3.1 3.43 6864 9.561
13.5 1000 3.4 3.43 12568 9.660.7

4.54 7968 12.361.4
60.5 GPa 620% 60.15 g/cm3
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FIG. 2. Scanning electron microscope images of the surface of amorphous diamondlike~A! and nanocomposite
~B! samples.
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phases can be two times greater than the values for diamond 7–10 MN/m3/2 ~see Table
I!.14

4. Although the formal thermodynamic equilibrium of fluorite C60 with diamond lies
at negative pressures, kinetic factors determine the real structural evolution of fu
under pressure. Specifically, at pressures up to 8 GPa the fullerite–diamond tran
occurs through graphitization, just as for amorphous soots.14 However, graphitization of
soots is observed at least up to 15 GPa,14 whereas for C60 the situation changes radicall
already at 12–13 GPa. An amorphous phase with a high fraction ofsp3 states~up to
80%! forms in this pressure range at record low temperatures;500 °C. The convex
shape of the spherical molecules makes it possible for them to approach one a
effectively under pressure and lends a high capacity for the formation of covalent b
between molecules, with the appearance ofsp3 states. At the same time the extreme
high stability of C60 molecules prevents the formation of graphitic clusters. The forma
of a disordered network of atoms from 3D polymers apparently occurs without the
ture of a large number of covalent bonds of the initial C60 molecules as structural units

As the synthesis temperature increases, evidently, spatial separation ofsp2 andsp3

atoms occurs~which is simply advantageous energetically! and first amorphous and the
crystalline graphite–diamond nanocomposites form. The yield of nanodiamonds ac
panying crystallization of such an amorphous state reaches 50–80%. The corresp
crystallization temperature~;1200–1400 °C! is much lower than the temperature of th
direct noncatalytic graphite–diamond transformation at these pressures.

It is interesting that the mechanical characteristics of the synthesized nanoco
ites are extremely high, even though the materials contain a large fraction of gra
clusters. We note that the mechanical characteristics of the nanocrystalline dia
compacts obtained with the standard technology15 (Hv;25 GPa andK1c;4 – 6
MN/m3/2) are two to three times lower than those of a diamond single crystal. Ther
several reasons why in our case the nanocomposites have a high hardness: 1! the nano-

FIG. 3. Hardness versus the density for carbon phases obtained from C60: triangles — 3D polymers, rhombi —
graphitic amorphous phases, circles — diamondlike amorphous phases, squares —sp2–sp3 nanocomposites.
The open symbols correspond to loads'2 N on the indenter, symbols with a centered dot correspond to'3.5
N, and filled symbols correspond to'5 N. The diamond data13 were taken for 2–5 N loads. The solid lin
corresponds to the curve for the amorphous films,11 and the dashed line is apparently the limit of maximu
hardness achievable for carbon phases obtained from C60.
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clusters are apparently close to optimal size~see Ref. 10! to prevent the motion of
dislocations; 2! because the formation of nanocomposites from large fullerite crysta
‘‘homogeneous’’ in character, there are no stresses, nanopores, or impurities o
boundaries of the nanoclusters; 3! graphitic clusters themselves give high mechani
characteristics, since the graphitic phases obtained at even lower pressures have
high hardness (;40 GPa; see Fig. 3!; and, 4! because the fraction of diamondlike cluste
is high, stiffness percolates along them and a stiff framework is formed.

In summary, the method for obtaining diamond-containing nanocomposites
amorphization of fullerite C60 followed by crystallization without intermediate graphit
zation is extremely promising. It is very likely that nanocomposites with a smaller f
tion of graphitic clusters and higher mechanical characteristics can be obtained at
pressures 15–20 GPa.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grants
99-02-17408 and 98-02-16325! and a NATO Linkage Grant~HTECH. LG972832!.
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Quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnet LiCuVO 4

A. N. Vasil’ev
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 27 April 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 828–831~10 June 1999!

An antiferromagnetic transition is observed in the quasi-one-
dimensional metal-oxide compound LiCuVO4. A wide peak is ob-
served in the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility at
TM528 K, and the magnetic susceptibility exhibits a sharp drop at
TN8 '4 K. As the magnetic field increases, the antiferromagnetic-
ordering temperatureTN52.3 K at first increases somewhat and then
decreases rapidly. The exchange interaction in the chains of copper–
oxygen octahedra is estimated to beJ1522.5 K. The interchain inter-
action is estimated to beJ2;1 K. © 1999 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~99!01111-1#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.50.Ee, 75.30.Cr

The discovery of diverse cooperative quantum phenomena in complex metal o
has stimulated the search for inorganic materials with a low-dimensional magnetic
system. This search has uncovered a variety of new quasi-one- and quas
dimensional compounds, as well as systems of intermediate dimension — coupled
netic chains or spin ladders. Such compounds are distinguished, as a rule, by s
temperature dependences of the magnetic properties and are characterized by qu
magnetic ordering temperatures. In certain cases magnetic ordering does not occu
and one or another interaction mechanism opens up a spin gap in the magnetic exc
spectrum of a low-dimensional magnet.1,2 The magnetic properties of many low
dimensional magnets are due to the presence of copper ions Cu21 or vanadium ions V41

in their structure; in addition, the most diverse variations of low-dimensional mag
structures are encountered in compounds where these ions coexist with lithium ions11.
Thus, in lithium cuprate LiCuO2 the copper ions Cu21 (S51/2) in linear CuO4 chains
are bound with one another by a ferromagnetic interaction, while the interaction bet
chains is antiferromagnetic.3 Magnetic V41 (S51/2) and nonmagnetic V51 (S50) ions
are present in the layered structure of lithium vanadate LiV2O5, and each of the ions form
zig-zag chains of vanadium pyramids VO5. A magnetic phase transition occurs in th
system only at ultralow temperatures.4

The orthorhombic metal-oxide compound LiCuVO4, where all of the ions listed
above are present, is genetically related with the spinel structure, where the lithium
Li11 and magnetic copper ions Cu21 (S51/2) are located in an octahedral environme
while the nonmagnetic vanadium ions V51 (S50) are located in a tetrahedral enviro
ment consisting of oxygen ions O22 ~Ref. 5!. As shown in Fig. 1, the chains of coppe
8760021-3640/99/69(11)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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oxide octahedra CuO6, which are coupled along an edge in the basal plane, extend a
the a axis, and they form almost regular triangles in theb–c plane. Chains of lithium–
oxygen octahedra LiO6 extend along theb axis, and the vanadium–oxygen tetrahed
VO4 are isolated from one another. The room-temperature lattice constants
a50.5652 nm,b50.5798 nm, andc50.8747 nm,5 so that the copper–oxygen octahed
are characterized by a strong tetragonal distortion, the long axis of the CuO6 octahedra
being oriented along thec axis. Away from stoichiometry in Li12xCuVO4 (0<x<0.2)
samples a structural phase transition of the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect type
served above room temperature.6 This transition has not been observed in stoichiome
samples.

The LiCuVO4 samples were prepared by solid-phase synthesis from a stoichiom
mixture of lithium carbonate Li2CO3, copper oxide CuO, and vanadium pentoxide V2O5.
Synthesis was conducted at 530 °C for one week and after additional repeated mixin
one month. The final product — a light-yellow powder — consisted of a monopha
sample, as was verified by x-ray diffraction. Magnetic measurements were perform
the Institute of Solid-State Physics at Tokyo University on a ‘‘Quantum Design’’ SQU
in fields up to 5 T in thetemperature range 2–300 K.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of LiCuVO4 is presented
in Fig. 2. As temperature decreases, the magnetic susceptibilityx passes through a wid

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of orthorhombic spinel LiCuVO4 in a polyhedral representation. Copper is located
the unshaded octahedra, which are coupled along the edge in the basal plane into linear chains. Van
located in the isolated shaded tetrahedra. The polyhedra for lithium, which is represented by circles,
presented.
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peak atTM 528 K, then increases somewhat at;10 K, and once again sharply decreas
at TN8;4 K. The magnetizationM as a function of the fieldH is linear in a wide range
of experimental temperatures, but at the lowest temperatures, as shown in Fig.
dependenceM (H) deviates from linearity in the direction of smaller values. In contr
to the wide peak inx at TM , the position of the low-temperature peak inx at TN8;4 K
depends nonmonotonically on the magnetic field. In weak fields the peak first
somewhat to higher temperatures and then rapidly shifts to lower temperatures
field increases further. This dependence is displayed in Fig. 4, where the solid
connecting the experimental points is drawn only for visual clarity.

All experimental data presented are characteristic for a quasi-one-dimensional
net which, as the temperature decreases, first exhibits short-range magnetic corre
in chains and then undergoes three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of LiCuVO4 in a fieldH51 T. Inset: Data for
T<20 K on an enlarged scale.

FIG. 3. Field dependences of the magnetization of LiCuVO4 at T52 K (d) andT55 K (s).
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temperatures. The antiferromagnetic ordering temperature is strictly different fromTN8 ,
and it can be determined according to the peak in the temperature dependence
derivative]x/]H. In weak fieldsTN52.3 K, and it decreases to 2 K at H55 T.

At high temperatures (T>150 K) the magnetic susceptibility of LiCuVO4 is de-
scribed by the Curie–Weiss law

x5C/T2Q

with Q5231.5 K and effectiveg factor 2.26. At lower temperatures and near the w
peak the magnetic susceptibility can be approximated well by a polynomial corresp
ing to the Bonner–Fisher curve.7 The small increase in the magnetic susceptibility in t
range from 10 to 4 K is probably due to impurities and defects. Comparing the Bonn
Fisher curve with experiment gives the appreciably larger value 2.39 for theg factor
averaged over the crystallographic directions, and from the position of the wide
along the temperature scale,

TM51.282J1 ,

it follows8 that the exchange integral in the chains isJ1522.5 K. The interchain ex-
change interactionJ2 can be estimated9 from the three-dimensional antiferromagne
ordering temperatureTN as

J25
TN

1.28Aln~5.8J1 /TN!
.

In order of magnitudeJ2;1 K, and the saturation magnetization ism051.017AJ2 /J1

50.2mB .

The nonmonotonic behavior of the critical temperature in a magnetic field~Fig. 4! is
characteristic for low-dimensional magnets. The initial increase in the antiferromag
ordering temperature is due to the fact that the magnetic field effectively decreas
numbern of degrees of freedom in the magnetic subsystem, transferring a Heise
magnet (n53) into anxy-type magnet (n52). The subsequent decrease of the criti
temperature is due to the Zeeman splitting of the levels in a magnetic field. The

FIG. 4. Field dependence ofTN8 ~positions of the low-temperature peak in the susceptibilityx) in LiCuVO4.
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nonlinearity of the magnetization at low temperatures is probably explained by the
that spin reorientation occurs in LiCuVO4 in a magnetic field, but a magnetic-field
induced lowering of the Ne´el temperature is superposed on this process.

Further investigation of quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering
LiCuVO4 apparently requires neutron diffraction investigations on single-cry
samples. Specifically, the value obtained for the interchain exchange integral may
low because of frustrations of the exchange interaction in a triangular arrangeme
chains, if the interaction between the copper ions in theb–c plane is antiferromagnetic

In conclusion, I thank M. Isobe and Y. Ueda for assisting in the preparation o
samples, A. Zamma for performing the x-ray diffraction measurements, and I. Yam
K. I. Kugel’, and L. A. Ponomarenko for helpful discussions.
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Commensurability oscillations and a new phase
transition in YBa 2Cu3Oy single crystals
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M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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~Submitted 6 May 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.69, No. 11, 832–837~10 June 1999!

Magnetization oscillations due to the commensurability of the vortex
and crystal lattice periods in YBa2Cu3Oy (y56.9760.02) single crys-
tals are investigated using a high angular resolution magnetometer. A
sharp peak in the temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitude
as well as other features in the behavior of the oscillation amplitude and
of the irreversible magnetization are observed atTf;60 K. It is inferred
that Tf is the temperature of a transition of the solid vortex state to a
smectic phase. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!01211-6#

PACS numbers: 74.72.Bk, 75.60.Ej, 74.25.Ha

The lamination of the crystal structure of high-temperature superconductors
sponsible for the large anisotropy and unusual behavior of these materials. In com
tion with the short coherence length the laminated structure gives rise to intrinsic pin
of vortices between the CuO planes.1 The energy of the vortex lattice is minimum whe
the intervortex distance is comparable to the interlayer distance. A theory of comm
rate vortex structures has been developed in Refs. 2 and 3. Magnetic moment oscil
due to commensurability have been observed experimentally in Refs. 4–6. These
lations are very sensitive to the perfection of the vortex lattice and can serve
effective tool for studying the character of its ordering.

A theory describing possible structures for a system of vortices which are paral
the superconducting layers has been proposed recently.7 Three different vortex phases ar
predicted to exist in this case. In addition to liquid and solid phases, a smectic v
phase,8 which would be characterized by liquid properties in the direction of the C
8810021-3640/99/69(11)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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planes and crystalline order in the direction of thec axis ~as in ordinary smectic liquid
crystals!, is expected at intermediate temperatures. In the present work we investi
commensurability oscillations in perfect YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals in order to determin
the unusual features due to the possible existence of a smectic ordering of the vo

Five YBa2Cu3Oy single crystals9 grown from a fluxed melt and subjected to a lon
anneal~300–700 h! in an oxygen atmosphere at 1 bar pressure were investigated.
result, all samples showed a diamagnetic signal atTc'91 K; the oxygen content wasy
56.9760.02. At the same time the samples differed substantially with respect to im
rity content, so that their screening currents varied by more than two orders of magn
~from 80 A/cm2 for the sample CD to 43104 A/cm2 for the sample MK! at T577 K in
a magnetic fieldB( i c)51 T. The three samples VG, AZ, and CD were essentially i
single-domain state immediately after synthesis. Two other samples, WZ and MK,
detwinned by means of uniaxial detwinning.10 X-ray diffraction analysis performed on
four samples showed that the disordering of thec axis did not exceed 0.02°.

An Oxford Instruments model 5H vibrating magnetometer with a system of mutua
perpendicular detection coils, which made it possible to measure simultaneousl
components of the magnetic field, parallel and perpendicular to the applied mag
field, was used for the magnetic measurements. For small angles (,0.3°) between theab
plane and the magnetic field the componentmstd parallel to the applied magnetic fiel
gives a magnetization parallel to the CuO planes,M i 'mstd/V, while the transverse
componentmort corresponds to magnetization along thec axis Mc'mort /V (V is the
volume of the sample!. The samples rotated around the vertical axis~perpendicular to the
magnetic field! with angular resolution 0.01°.

Commensurability oscillations for the sample MK are shown as an example in
1. The small amplitude of the oscillations and the presence of a monotonic comp
precluded a direct quantitative analysis of the magnetic momentM (H), and for this
reason the differential susceptibilityxd5dM/dH was used. Forxd the oscillating part
dominates and quantitative analysis becomes reliable. This approach showed the
tions of the differential susceptibilityxd to have a pronounced triangular form~Fig. 1b!.
This attests to the existence of a sharp transition between different commensurate
states.

The condition of commensurability presumes that an integral numberk of intervor-
tex spacingsac in a direction normal to the layers is equal to an integral numberl of
interlayer periodsd. The energy of a vortex is minimum fork51. Therefore the corre-
sponding commensurability condition is

ac5~A3F0/2GB!1/25 ld,

whereG25Mc /Mab is the anisotropy of the effective masses. Here and below we ig
the small anisotropy between the directionsa andb.

Depending on the magnetic field, the points of commensurability should be per
in B21/2 with periodDB21/25d(2G/A3F0)1/2. The experiment indeed showed periodi
ity in B21/2(n) ~inset in Fig. 1a!. For all the crystals with high oxygen content that we
investigated in the present work as well as for the crystals analyzed in Refs. 4–
period of the oscillations falls into a narrow rangeDB21/25(6.660.3)31022 T21/2. As
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expected,DB21/2 is essentially independent of the magnetic field direction and temp
ture.

Using the expression following from the commensurability condition

G5
A3

2
F0S DB21/2

d D 2

and the crystal lattice periodd511.7 Å ,11 the anisotropy of effective masses is found
be G253065. This value agrees well with other results.12

In contrast to the period of the oscillations, which is temperature-independen
amplitude varies rapidly and has a sharp peak~Fig. 2!. This behavior, which is charac
teristic for all of the experimental samples, will be the main subject of the subseq
discussions and interpretations. The positionTf ~which we shall call the melting tem
perature! of the peak slowly shifts to higher temperatures as the orderl of commensura-
bility decreases or, correspondingly, the magnetic field increases. For fixedl the values of
Tf are close in different samples. For example, forl 57 ~with the corresponding magneti
field 4.060.4 T, which depends on the internal parameters of different samples! Tf is 59
K, 66 K, 58 K, 63 K, and 59 K for the samples VG, AZ, WM, CD, and MK, respective
Despite the small differences inTf ~which can be attributed to the difference in th
internal parameters and strength of the pinning!, the closeness of the values obtain
shows that the anomaly, which is insensitive to the large difference in the pinning
erties of the samples, is of a thermodynamic character.

FIG. 1. ~a! Field dependence of the magnetic moment of the single-crystal sample MK at temperature 6
a magnetic fieldH parallel to the CuO planes.~b! Differential susceptibility. Inset: Position of the extrema o
the scaleB21/2 (T21/2) as a function of the numbern of the extremum.
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The angular dependences of the oscillation amplitude for temperatures abov
below Tf are different. At high temperatures~right-hand inset in Fig. 2! the oscillation
amplitude decreases continuously, and belowTf two sharp peaks are observed with t
magnetic field deviating in both directions away from the CuO planes~left-hand inset in
Fig. 2!. In both cases the oscillations vanish for an angle of deviation;0.2°.

The temperature dependences of the hysteresis of magnetizationM i provided fur-
ther confirmation of the existence of a phase transition at temperatureTf , and they also
provided evidence concerning the nature of the transition. The nonoscillatory par
dominates in the irreversible magnetic moment. Therefore it is determined by phy
processes that are unrelated with the oscillations. As will be shown below,M i is related
with the currentj c

c along thec axis; this current gives rise to motion of vortices paral
to the CuO planes. A peak is also present inM i (T) at temperatureTf ~Fig. 3!. This
gives additional evidence that the nature of the vortex system changes at this
Outside a very narrow range of angles~approximately60.2°) the peak inM i (T), like
the oscillations, vanishes. At low temperatures the currentj c

c;DM i exhibits a quite
weak temperature dependence. However, aboveTf it decreases very rapidly and vanish
at a much lower temperature thanTc or the expected temperature of three-dimensio
melting of the vortex latticeTm'90 K (Tm was calculated on the basis of the values
H i c using the anisotropic Ginzburg–Landau model!. The observed behavior agrees wi
melting of a solid vortex lattice into a smectic structure. Indeed, the smectic phase
described in Refs. 8 and 13 as a combination of a solid phase in the direction of thec axis
and a liquid phase in the direction of the CuO planes. Since fluctuations and pinnin
present, we can attribute the rapid decrease inDM i (T) to a second-order melting,7

which leads to free motion of vortices parallel to the CuO planes. The presen
oscillations attests to the presence of good order in the system of vortices along thec axis
at temperatures aboveTf .

We shall now briefly discuss the relation between the irreversible magnetic mo

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the oscillation amplitude of the differential susceptibility of the s
crystal sample VG. The applied magnetic field is parallel to the CuO planes. The commensurability par
l 57, 8, and 9 corresponds to magnetic fieldsm0H53.8, 3.0, and 2.4 T, respectively. Insets: Angular depe
dence of the oscillation amplitude above and below the temperatureTf .
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and the currents in the sample. According to the anisotropic Bean model,14 Dm is deter-
mined by two different screening currents. One current (j c

c) flows in the direction of the
c axis, while the other current (j c

i ) flows parallel to the CuO planes. These two comp
nents can be extracted from two measurements ofDM i for a prolate rectangular sampl
for magnetic field directionsH i ab, parallel to the long and short edges of the samp
respectively. For vortex penetration predominantly in the direction of thec axis the
magnetizationDM i ' j c

i t (t is the sample thickness! should be equal for both direction
of the magnetic field. For vortex penetration parallel to the CuO planesDM i is deter-
mined by the current componentj c

c and is calculated asDM i ' j c
cL/2, whereL is the size

of the crystal in a direction perpendicular to the applied magnetic field.14

The sample VG was the only one with a prolate shape. As is evident from the
in Fig. 3, the ratio of the magnetizations for different directions of the magnetic fie
much greater than 1, and for largeH it agrees well with the ratio of edge lengths of th
sample. This means that the measured quantityDM i corresponds to vortex motion
parallel to the CuO planes.

The theory predicts melting of the smectic phase into a vortex liquid at high
peratures. Resistance investigations15,7 confirm a second-order transition into a vorte
liquid at Tm;90 K, but the vanishing of vortex pinning makes it impossible to obse
this transition in our measurements.

The decrease in the oscillation amplitude in the solid vortex phase with decre
temperature could be due to a rapid increase of the pinning by point defects,16 which
suppress order in the vortex structure. According to the theory of Ref. 7, smectic
should be insensitive to point defects. Therefore thermal disordering and decrea
pinning become the main factors responsible for the decrease in the oscillation amp
with increasing temperature.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the irreversible magnetizationDM i of the single-crystal samples VG an
MK. Inset: Field dependence of the ratio of the irreversible magnetic moments for the magnetic fieldH parallel
to the long (mL) and short (ml) transverse edges of the sample VG. The arrow marks the ratioL/ l of the
transverse dimensions of the sample.
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